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It’s clear today that Europe neolithization can no longer be explain as a single model process. Both demic and cultural diffusion processes were operating side by side creating a cultural patchwork where regional and trans-regional elements set together to create something new.

This settled a great metaphor for contemporaneous world – with people, resources and technologies being transfer from different areas – a small step towards a global economy since exogenous elements soon became crucial in Iberian Neolithic landscapes.

In Iberian Peninsula, like in other parts of Europe, domesticates, both plant and animals, pottery and polished stone tools are clearly transregional, with an exogenous origin and younger chronologies as we travel West.

However, the way in which this components were, or were not, used mixed with other and adapt to particular environmental and social conditions were regional or even local.

In this way, monolithic explanations seem to have failed. Neolithization process was not a “big wave” that covered the whole continent, but demic diffusion alongside with acculturation processes seems responsible for Iberian Early Neolithic.

Geo-cultural regions emerged or kept their personalities and we still can find internal differences in Iberian archaeological record, between Mediterranean and Atlantic, littoral and interior groups.

In about one thousand years – from the middle sixth to the middle fifth millennium cal BC Iberian landscapes change from a hunter-gatherer territory to an agro-pastoralist zone. Understanding these dynamics, which affects all aspects of human societies, was the main purpose of this workshop, held in 9 September 2006, in Lisbon.

Special attention was given to:

− methodological issues concerning both chronological and stratigraphical data (Rojo-Guerra et al.; Estrada García et al.; Ortega et al.);

− social complexity arose from landscape monumentalization and symbolic territorialisation within cardial (Bernabeu Aubán et al.), non-cardial (Calado and Rocha), and “megalithic” groups (Clop and Gibaja);

− other non-cardial but still Early Neolithic groups in Inner Iberian archaeological record (Rojo-Guerra et al.; Cerrillo Cuenca);

− new data from Central and Southern Portugal Early and Middle Neolithic habitats (Gomes, Neves et al.).
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Abstract: The site of Portalón at Cueva Mayor, located in the Sierra de Atapuerca (Burgos, Spain), is an important Holocene archaeological site that was excavated in the 70’s but from which little has been published. New excavations starting in 2000 have highlighted a deep stratigraphical sequence with human occupations starting in the beginning of the Upper Pleistocene. In this paper, we present for the first time this stratigraphical sequence with a set of radiocarbon datings comprising from 30,000 BP to 2000 BP.
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Resumo: O sítio de Portalón, Cueva Mayor, situado na Serra de Atapuerca (Burgos, Espanha), é um importante sítio arqueológico do Holoceno, escavado na década de 70, e sobre o qual pouca informação havia sido publicada. Novas escavações, iniciadas em 2000, puseram a descoberto uma longa sequência estratigráfica, com ocupações humanas que remontam ao Pleistoceno Superior. Neste trabalho, apresenta-se pela primeira vez, a sequência estratigráfica, para a qual existe um conjunto de datações por radiocarbono compreendidas entre 30,000 BP e 2000 BP.
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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL FRAME

The Sierra de Atapuerca is located about 15 km to the east of the city of Burgos, on the northeastern edge of the Northern Sub-plateau of the Iberian Peninsula. This geographic location is strategic. The north-south lines of communication that penetrate toward the interior of the Peninsula pass through it, along with those that develop east-west communicating with the basin of the rivers Duero and Ebro.

This sierra encloses an important karst in which the Cueva Mayor-Cueva de Silo cave systems standout (Martín Merino et al. 1981). Its entrance is a large chamber known as the “Portalón de Cueva Mayor” where there has been different occupations throughout its recent prehistory (Fig. 1.1).

The first scientific study of Cueva Mayor carried out in the last third of the 18th century (Sampayo and Zuaznávar, 1868), motivated the visit of other researchers who delivered news of the first archaeological remains of the recent prehistory of Portalón (Carballo, 1910), as well as the existence of diverse panels of post-paleolithic art (Breuil, 1913).

In 1966, Francisco Jordá, professor at the University of Salamanca, carried out the first archaeological excavation of Portalón, but his results were never published. In 1972, Geoffrey Clark, a researcher at the University of Arizona, interested in surveying the Upper Paleolithic sites of the Northern Plateau, made two test pits in Portalón; one 2x2 m that yielded altered sediments to a depth of 2 m, and another of 0.5x2 m that revealed an in situ stratigraphy 2.6 m deep (Clark 1979, 94-95; Fig. 1.2). Clark identified three cultural periods in the stratigraphic sequence, attributing the first three levels (1-3) to the Roman period; levels 8 to 20 to different stages of the Bronze Age and levels 21 to 26 to phases of the Neolithic (Clark 1979, 96).

The interesting cultural sequence detected by G. Clark motivated Juan María Apellániz, professor at the University of Deusto, to get involved in Portalón with the to a better understanding of occupations of those that he designated as “population of the caverns” in prehistory (Apellániz, 1983) (Fig. 1.2). The excavation between 1972 and 1983, permitted Apellániz to define a series of cultural levels verifying the presence of medieval and late roman materials (levels I and II), and an important occupation during the Bronze Age (Level III). This level was in turn subdivided into a stratigraphic sequence of the Final Bronze Age dated to between 940 and 1220 ±130 B.C. (Minguez 2004, 50), a rich Middle Bronze Age sequence with chronologies of 1450±50 B.C., and a Late Bronze Age sequence dated to 1690 ± 50 B.C. (Apellániz and Domingo 1987, 263).
Fig. 1.1. Geographical situation of the Sierra de Atapuerca and the main pleistocene and holocene sites
RECENT EXCAVATION OF PORTALÓN (2000-2006)

With the goal to a better understanding of the archaeological potential of Portalón we began a new stage of excavations in 2000 within the Proyecto de Investigación de Atapuerca directed by Juan Luis Arsuaga. Once we delimited the in situ excavation areas of F. Jordá, G. Clark and J.M. Apellániz, we detected the presence of an important excavation in the central part of Portalón, whose authors are currently unknown (Fig. 1.2). From 2001 onward we concentrated all our efforts in delimiting the in situ limits of the site. In order to achieve this, we proceeded to excavate the sediments that filled this earlier excavation, among which we have recovered interesting archaeological material from disturbed contexts (Juez 2005). This intervention consisted of a ditch inclined in an east-west direction of some 2 m in width that gives ways to a hole with an oval cross-section of 2 m in diameter and that, for the moment, has more than 9 m in depth since we still haven’t excavated all. Judging by characteristic of this pit we believe it to be a mining intervention.

However, the excavation of the pit has revealed a deep and interesting stratigraphic sequence that was unknown until now.

STRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCE AND ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY

With the current obtained data we have characterized the stratigraphic sequence of Portalón in the North and South profiles and we have divided it into 11 numbered levels from 0 to 10 (Fig. 1.3). The radiocarbonic datings (Beta Analytic INC) obtained for the levels of the Portalón sequence are given in Table 1.1.

Tab. 1.1. Radiocarbonic datings of the Portalón de Cueva Mayor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Radiocarbonic Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1980 ± 40 BP, 2040 ± 100 BP, 2050 ± 100 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level 0: corresponds to an irregular alteration of the first 15 to 68 cm of the roof of the sequence and composed of a packet by brown muds with organic materials, charcoals, faunal remains and potter’s wheel ceramics. It is a partially altered level without absolute dates and with ceramic materials pertaining to the Middle Ages.

Level 1: an ashy layer with disperse charcoals that alternate with dark grey clays forming aggregates, with small limestone klasts, with a maximum thickness of 40 cm. A roman occupation was registered with common ceramics and Terra Sigillata of late-roman and Imperial typologies. There are three radiometric dates for this level: 1980 ± 40 BP, 2040 ± 100 BP and 2050 ± 100 BP.
Level 2: consists of some sediments of anthropic and organic origins where they alter marks with abundant ash and clayey muds of dark tones (7.5YR 7.1), reaching a maximum depth of 30 cm. Hand made ceramics corresponding to the cultural phase of Iron Age I have been recovered in this level, as well as the remains of domestic fauna. In the north profile it is not clear the subdivision between levels 1 and 2. There are two dates for this level, one of 2510 ± 40 BP and the other of 2490 ± 40 BP.

Level 3: consists of a thin collection of dark colored sandy-clayey-muds, of some 16 cm in thickness, where there is plenty organic material with numerous charcoals remains and elements of material cultural, documenting fragments of hand-made ceramic pertaining to the protocogotas cultural phase and abundant faunal remains. The absolute chronology puts this level in the Middle Bronze Age, with two dates of 3330 ± 60/70 BP.

Level 4: deep homogeneous packet, of sandy-clayey-muds, of between 70 and 150 cm in thickness, increasing its depth toward the interior of Cueva Mayor. This level is rich in organic and charcoal material, emphasized by the presence of numerous klasts and big limestone blocks originating from the collapse of the walls and roofs of the cavity. Abundant hand-made ceramic fragments are documented in its profiles, as well as pieces of lithic and bone industry, together with the faunal remains. We place the chronology of this level in the Early Bronze Age with four dates that go from 3490 ± 40 BP to 3680 ± 40 BP.

Level 5: level of sandy-clayey-muds of grayish tones (10YR 6/1), with abundant charcoals and ashes in its base. The average depth is of some 35 cm, where there are abundant fragments of handmade ceramics and domestic faunal remains. They show typical dates of the transition of the old Bronze Age to the
Chalcolithic that goes from 3630 ± 40 BP and 3760 ± 40 BP. The intervention of Apellániz culminates in this level, documenting a fragment of bell beaker ceramic.

**Level 6**: level of sandy-clayey-muds of anthropic origin, with abundant organic material and charcoal that have a grayish color. Towards its base, lenses of ash are documented. It presents an average thickness of 30-35 cm. The presence of ceramic and faunal remains are also documented in this level, presenting a date pertaining to the Chalcolithic (3910 ± 70 BP). The intervention of Clark concludes in this unit.

**Level 7/8**: stand out for their stoney and anthropic levels. In the complete sequence the presence of anthropic remains is characterized by sedimentary homogeneity and grayish coloring with an abundance of organic material and charcoal. In this unit subangulars rocks without matrix that increase in size with depth. In the base of this level big limestone blocks appear, among which stand out two flat stones of some 70 cm in height by 50 and 65 cm in width respectively. This level presents the form of a tumulus that reaches a maximum height of 200 cm in the Southern Profile, while diminishing in size toward the north. In this structure a relatively abundant amount of human remains are documented, as well as ceramic and faunal fragments. The remains of a large vessel with decorations of pellets, a copper awl and the presence of two goats in anatomical position over the base at 5230± 40 BP and the base at 4990 ± 40 BP, the superior part of this level is dated at 4990 ± 40 BP. All this indicates the sepulchral use of this cavity during periods of the chalcolithic.

**Level 9**: is made up of the final part of the Holocene sequence, composed of a very homogenous packet with anthropic origins, characterized by clayey-sandy-mud sediments with blackish tones, with abundant organic material and rich in charcoal. In this unit subangular limestone stones and small calcareous blocks are observed, together with some round stones of quartzite. It has an average depth of 125 cm in its southern profile that increases toward the north at 170 cm. In the base of this large layer the presence of a silo structure is documented with a depth of about 75-80 cm and a diameter of 130 cm that has in turn affected the lower levels (N9a and N10). The documented archaeological record indicates the presence of handmade ceramic fragments and faunal remains, as well as lithic and bone industries. However there is a need to distinguish two very different chronological moments within this level. The superior part of this level is dated at 4990 ± 40 BP, the upper middle level at 5230± 40 BP and the base at 7790 ± 40 BP. An awl of clearly neolithic typology recovered in the northern profile stands out between the elements of material culture and has a chronology of 7790 ± 40 BP. As we see, these dates indicate an occupation situated fully within the Neolithic and another during the Mesolithic period, with a temporal hiatus of 1720 years between both occupations. We still have not detected any remains of ceramics during the visual analysis of the base of level 9 (mesolithic occupation).

**Level 9a**: a small level of bat guano of between 5 and 8 cm of thickness characterized by sterile muddy-sand sediment for the moment, without absolute dates. It represents the transition between the two documented sedimentary units in Portalón de Cueva Mayor, the superior holocene (N0 a N9) and the inferior pleistocene (N10).

**Level 10**: This level represents the inferior sedimentary unit that has been in turn divided into 12 numbered sub-levels from P1 to P12. It is characterized by an alternation of angular limestone clasts of more than 1 cm originating from debris flow, containing a muddy-sandy-clay matrix of brownish and orangish tones, inserted between levels of fine sediments which show a near absence of clasts. It presents a visual depth of more than 360 cm, and is abundant in microfaunal remains of cold environments along with a small amount of macrofauna. Small flakes of flint (BP2G) were recovered in the P8 sub-levels. Level 10 belong to the Upper Pleistocene with a date of 16.980 ± 80 BP for the P1 sub-level (around 60 cm of the contact with N9a) and another of 30.300 ± 190 BP for the sub-level P11 (around 335 cm of the same contact).

**INTERPRETATION OF THE SEQUENCE OF PORTALON AT CUEVA MAYOR**

The archaeological sequence of Portalón has been described in this paper. We can conclude that as the Portalon of Cueva Mayor has been used like habitat place during a long and intense period of time, the stratigraphic sedimentation is continuous and homogenous. Therefore, the correct interpretation of the different occupation levels is very difficult.

The stratigraphic sequence of Portalon presents two principle sedimentary units. The lower unit, identified as N10, has a visible depth of 360 cm, and is characterized by debris flow of clasts with clayey matrix of orangish color, with absence of organic material and with hardly any human intervention. Chronologically it pertains to the last third of the Late Pleistocene and stands out for its paleontological nature and for a weak presence of human activity between 30.000 and 17.000 BP. In the future we may be able to investigate the human settlement of the Plateau during the beginning of the Late Paleolithic.

Above this lower unit, a very clear contact made up of a level of bat guano (N9a), lies the upper unit, with a maximum depth of 630 cm and comprises levels 9 to 0. It is characterized by sedimentary homogeneity and grayish coloring with an abundance of organic material and numerous archaeological remains indicative of highly anthropic levels. In the complete sequence the presence of
stones and blocks coming from the roof of the chamber is frequent, being of greater size in the upper unit.

The cultural sequence of this unit indicates the existence of an intense human occupation throughout the Holocene. This occupation began with still very poorly known phases of the Mesolithic and Neolithic (N9). We hardly know the characteristics of these occupations that must have involved nomadic populations in which livestock and agriculture probably complemented the hunting. The chronological results might be related with those of the sites of the immediate surroundings like Galería del Sílex (Cueva Mayor), Abrigo del Mirador, (also in Sierra de Atapuerca), with the Cascajos (Quintanadueñas) nearby settlement, with Abrigo de Mendandia (Saseta-Treviño) site, Cueva de la Vaguera (Segovia) and Cueva Lóbrega (La Rioja).

The Neolithic sequence culminates in a tumulus structure with funerary characteristics associated with megalithism at the end of the Neolithic and with the Chalcolithic world (N8-7), evidenced in Atapuerca and Rubena villages (both in Sierra de Atapuerca).

The continuous sequence of the Bronze Age levels (N6 a N3) represent the best understood moment due to continuous excavation works. The great diversity and quantity of elements of cultural material indicate the importance of the activities developed by the human groups that controlled the surrounding territory. There are several excavated cavities within the Sierra karst complex: Galería del Sílex, Abrigo Mirador and Cueva Cega at Ibeas de Juarros and Cueva de la Revilla at Atapuerca, are the most outstanding.

Finally, the archaeological sequence completes with the phase of occupation of the proto-historic (N2) and historic epoch (N1 and N0), when the cavity was utilized as sheepfold in order to hold the livestock. This human occupation might be related with the nearby Tritoium Autrigonum castrum (Monasterio de Rodilla) and the Roman villae from the Atapuerca village.

CONCLUSIONS

The current archaeological sequence from the Portalón at Cueva Mayor takes on a singular importance due to the scarcity of information on the late Upper Pleistocene, Mesolithic and Neolithic cultural periods in the interior Peninsula and, in particular, in the Northern subplateau.

In the Portalón sequence two main sedimentary sequences can be detected. The first one (the lower unit) is correlated with the Upper Pleistocene, which has a very important paleontological record, and a weak human activity presence placed between 30.000 and 17.000 B.P. The second one (the upper unit) is correlated with the Holocene and is characterized by anthropic evidences. This unit can be divided in two phases, one of them related to the Recent Prehistory, with a continuous settlement in the Mesolithic and Neolithic. It is remarkable the sepulcral character developed during the end of the Neolithic and Chalcolithic, which intensified the Bronze Age occupation. The second cultural phase of Portalón is interpreted as a low use of stable during Protohistoric and Historic periods.
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Abstract: The archaeological site of Torca L’Arroyu was discovered in 2002 during the works of construction of the new net of sewer of Llanera’s municipality (province of Asturias, N of Spain). The archaeological deposit is placed inside a small cave and it has provided some ceramic fragments very rolled, two polished lithic pieces, abundant bones of animals consumed by the man and charcoal. The archaeological materials and the ¹⁴C dates of the bones associated with the ceramics (UBAR-803 4930 ± 70 BP y UBAR-804 4240 ± 60 BP) indicate the existence of an settlement of certain duration that would correspond to the chronological frame of the regional Neolithic. Sites of this chronology are very scanty in the Cantabrian area, therefore, this new deposit will contribute to a better knowledge of the Neolithic in this zone of the Iberian Peninsula.
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INTRODUCTION

The site of Torca l’Arroyu is located in the centre of the province of Asturias (UTM: X=270.400, Y=4.810.797, Z=170), in the vicinity of Oviedo (village of La Ponte, parish of Cayés, Council of Llanera) (figure 2.1.A). Its discovery was fortuitous, since it appeared during the works of construction of the new net of sewer of Llanera municipality, in December of 2001. After its find, the construction company stopped the works and asked for the professional services of R.E.G to carry out the archaeological documents of the find. There were previous proceedings to obtain the excavation permit from the Culture Board of the Principado de Asturias. A scanty but interesting collection of ceramic rests stands out among the recuperated materials. There are two polished lithic pieces, a high number of bone rests that belong to macromammals and scanty gastropods.

GEOARCHAEOLOGY: THE CAVITY AND ITS FILLING

The cavity of Torca l’Arroyu is located in the west side of the mesozoical deformed materials of the Oviedo trough in the mesotertiary basin of Asturias. They form the cover of the western extreme of the Central Area of la Cantabric Range (Barnolas y Pujalte, 2004). It is opened in the limestones and marls of the Upper Cretaceous (Cenomanian) which is placed in agreement over the conglomerates, sands and clays of the Albian (IGME, 1973). They appear a few metres below following the slope. At this point, the Cretaceous serie is inclined towards NE with a direction close to N45ºE and a dip of 19º/22º NE. They form the western flank of syncline of Llanera in the NW extreme of the synclinoirum of Oviedo-Infiesto.

Geomorphologically, the area of Torca l’Arroyu belongs to the morphological division called Longitudinal Depression (Martínez, 1981), it is also called Prelitoral Trough or Intermediate Depression (Martín-Serrano, 1994), which agrees partially with the unit of relief of the Mesozoical-Tertiary cover (Farias y Marquínez, 1995), units of relief that belongs to the coastal-mesozoical cantabric border, which is located in the NE extreme of the Meridional Hesperian Massif. In this area, the river Nora runs confined within the Cretaceous materials mentioned. It runs from E to W after running through the detritic materials of the Tertiary of the Basin of Oviedo; then, the river gets into the Carboniferous limestones of the Naranco hill, more towards the W. Torca l’Arroyu is located in the slope of the right side of the Nora river, which runs among 140 and 150 m. level. The slope ends up in a small plain belonging to the rests of a planation surface subsequent to the Paleogene, because the river links with the higher levels of the deposit of that

Résumé: Le gisement holocène de Torca l’Arroyu a été découvert dans 2002 durant les oeuvres de réalisation du réseau d’assainissement de la municipalité de Llanera (Asturias, N de l’Espagne). Le dépôt, situé à l’intérieur d’une petite grotte, a proportionné nombreux fragments céramiques très roulés, deux pièces de pierre polie, nombreux restes osseux d’animaux consommés par l’homme et fragments charbonneux. Les matériaux archéologiques et les dates ¹⁴C des os associés aux céramiques (UBAR-803 4930±70 BP y UBAR-804 4240±60 BP) nous indiquent l’existence d’un lieu d’occupation de certaine durée que l’on peut attribuer au cadre chronologique du Néolithique régional. Les gisements de cette chronologie sont très peu abondants dans la corniche cantabric, donc, ce nouveau gisement contribuera à une meilleure connaissance du Néolithique dans cette zone de la Péninsule Ibérique.

Mots clé: geoarchéologie, radiocarbone, taphonomie, céramique, pierre polie, Néolithique, Holocene, Asturias
chronology belonging to the Tertiary Basin of Oviedo, and, it is previous to the confinement of the Quaternary fluvial net.

The made gap cut partially a karstic cavity partially filled. It is expanded in an alternation of sandy limestones and marls where the first ones prevail. They appear into banks of tabular geometry of metric and high power. We do not have the cenital extreme of the cave. It was wiped out by the construction works on the slope where it was discovered. The access to the outside would be probably in the missing area. The opening would be blinded and...
would be a collapse sinkhole (torca) where the partial filling took place through a deposit formed by a cone of thick and thin detritic materials crowned by a speleotheme. The different stratigraphic sections that can be seen in the gap have allowed to obtain a complete lithostatigraphic sequence from the deposit affected by the works. The base of the sequence lays on the limestones and marls mentioned, which are karstified with an irregular pre-depositional surface where a threshold area stands out. It is situated, approximately, in the vertical of the disappeared cenital entrance. This ledge determines the geometry of the deposit; so that two sediment areas can be distinguished. In one of them, the material transport shows a NE direction, and in the other, a S direction. This one is worse controlled due to record disappearance. From wall to ceiling the sequence is composed of the following lithostratigraphic units (figure 2.1.B):

- Unit TA-1: 40 visible cm of clays and yellow sandy marls with small stones of authoconous lime rounded by alteration (centil: 1 cm), with a high content in carbonates, with irregular geometry, they fill the karstic palaeotopography of the cavity soil. Sterile.

- Unit TA-2: 8-10 cm of dark brown clays with stones of authoconous lime rounded by alteration (centil: 1 cm), they are very scanty and with a low content in carbonates. It contains scanty rests of mammals and gastropods together with fragments of carbonized organic matter. Its contact is net with the previous materials and its geometry is lenticular, it is getting lost toward the proximal extreme of the deposit. It presents a strong depositional inclination towards NE, it is shaped by the palaeotopography of the cavity.

- Unit TA-3. It is composed of three subunits or levels from wall to ceiling:
  - Subunit TA-3a: 60 cm – 1 m (in the W profile) of clast-supported conglomerate formed by blocks and pebbles of authoconous lime (centil 1 m) It’s lower contact is net and its geometry is lenticular. It is getting thin towards the proximal extreme of the deposit, it shows a marked depositional dip towards NE. Two lithic polished tools, decorated ceramic fragments and bone rests (sampled for C14) come from those deposits.
  - Subunit TA-3b: 30 cm (in N profile) of brown clays, very plastic, scanty carbonated, with lenticular geometry (maximum lateral extension: 2 m) and inclined arrangement similar to the previous level. They contain many fragments of carbonized organic matter, some bone rests and some specimens of gastropods non-troglophilus. Samples of some charcoals were taken for its radiocarbonic date.
  - Subunit TA-3c: 30-40 cm of clast-supported conglomerate with scanty matrix, more plentiful at the base. It is formed by boulders and pebbles of authoconous lime, angular (centil: 30 cm), which include fragments of speleothemes that have come off the ceiling of the cavity, and limy plaquets of 30 cm of maximal dimension and 4 cm of thickness. Both, towards the proximate extreme and towards the distant one, this subunit joints the TA-3a, so that the big clayish lentil remains in the centre. It contains rests of carbonized organic matter and bone rests.

- Unit TA-4: 50-75 cm of very dark brown clays that are arranged parallelly to the previous subunit. It has a well marked limit due to the lithological difference; however, a discontinuity in the sediment process cannot be seen. This unit shows some internal arrangement outlined by two levels of black organic matter and by the arrangement of authoconous lime plaquets (centil: 30 cm). They are slightly overlapped parallelly to the depositional surface, which is configurated by some levels with a certain order. Both levels present a remarkable lateral continuity, so that they can be seen in the different cuts. Its depositional inclination is towards NE, the same that is outlined by the alignment of plaquets. They contain bone rests, specimens of non-troglophilus gastropods and fragments of undecorated ceramic.

- Unit TA-5: 2-10 cm of stalagmite cover that embraces rounded pebbles (centil: 20 cm) and seals the whole detritic deposit that lays below; as a result, there is an inclined crust towards the inside of the cavity with direction N-NE on the surface. It contains non-troglophilus gastropods and bone rests.

THE RECUPERATED MATERIALS

Polished lithic materials

The only recuperated lithic materials (unit TA-3a) are two polished lithic pieces (figure 2.1.C) of a small size made out of amphibolite (length: 69,53 mm and 62,07; mesial width: 19,79 mm and 18,94 mm; mesial thickness: 16,30 mm and 16,02 mm). They present a trapezoidal form that tends to a triangular and lengthened one: a thick profile, a rectangular rounded oval section and a curved thick edge with a very marked asymmetric profile, both pieces are shaped by a bevel (Eiroa et al., 1999). The polishing of the bevel belonging to the bigger piece matches with the one of the ventral side of the piece. It does not show a marked wearing due to use. On the contrary, the bevel of the smaller one shows an oval surface produced by the wearing due to use. It presents a slight inflection with the polishing of its ventral side; besides, it can be appreciated a wearing on its edge, which is also marked by an inflection on the surface of the bevel. There is a concave wearing, lengthened in its back area, which is produced by friction with a cylindrical object. Its heels are pyramidal with a rounded vertex and do not shows percussion marks; the heel of the smaller piece has two lateral notches that are perpendicular to the longitudinal axis (figure 2.1.C.1), probably, related to the handling system, while the one of the bigger piece is affected by a small fracture with a loss of lithic material (figure
Fig. 2.2. A: Pottery of Torca l’Arroyu. B: Calibrated $^{14}$C dates, regional parallels and chronology
In relation to their typology, both pieces present the usual characteristics of the chisels (Eiroa et al., 1999), tools used to carve the wood nicely. From our point of view, its more correct denomination would be firmer chisel, because these ones are used to carve wood while the chisels are used to work the stone and the metal. Both lack of percussion prints on the heels, so that they might have been used with handle. This would be proved by the notches that the smaller one has on the heel. Besides, this piece evidences clear signs of use because two types of wearing on its bevel can be appreciated. The bigger one does not show notches on the heel, which is partially fractured, nor clear prints of use, since the ventral and bevel surfaces seems to belong to the making process.

### Pottery

The ceramic materials of Torca L’Arroyu form a small collection that is composed of an amount of 68 fragments. All of them are handmade, 61 of them were recuperated in the unit TA-3, five fragments, in the unit TA-4, and two fragments, in the mixture of the gap. The materials of the unit TA-4 are: three fragments of wall of small size and reducing baking, and two fragments of wall of mixed baking and thin degreasing. One of them has its edges rolled, while the other shows a smoothed surface. A more attractive view is presented by the ceramics remains of the unit TA-3. The following ones stand out among them (figure 2.2.A):

1. Three decorated fragments which form a very thin piece (figure 2.2.A.1), slightly rolled, concave in its longitudinal profile and convex in the transverse one. It is characterized by the presence of two rounded rims or borders. One of them parallel to the longitudinal axis, and other that is normal to this. One this is slightly thickened. It is a ceramic piece made, apparently, on a thin plate that was probably leaned against an irregular surface (ground), since it shows a smoothed side, the decorated one, and other one quite irregular. Maybe, it was just the wish of finishing finely the decorated side, and for that, it was smoothed when the piece was already made and the paste was still soft. Its morphology appeals: the rim forms a 90° angle, which could be a fragment of handle. The degreasing is thick (> 2mm) and mainly, limy. The baking is oxidizing, its inside is reducing. The decoration consists of two lines of discontinuous incisive strokes in the thickened side of the edge, from them, five lines go at right angles: the two first, which come from the second rim, are formed again by discontinuous incisive strokes; secondly, there are three continuous incisive lines. The composition concludes with two lines of discontinuous incisive strokes; therefore, the decorative structure of the preserved fragment is completely symmetrical. If we consider that the undecorated ceramic fragment, the one that shows some of carbonated concretion, is a handle, then, we can think that the same decorative pattern could be repeated in the missing part.

2. This is a fragment that, as it happens with the previous piece, presents two orthogonal rims with a longitudinal profile, slightly concave and transversal convexe. It shows superficial carbonate concretions. It is hardly rolled (figure 2.2.A.2). It shows a main rim slightly thickened with a flat lip which turns suddenly, leaving an angle inferior to 90° in this case; and gets the same thickness than the rest of the piece. Now, the lip appears rounded. It presents a mixed baking with colouration changes, mainly among light greys and pale oranges. Both, the internal and external surfaces seem smoothed and the thickness changes reveal again slow rotations during its making. Here, the degreasing is also limy and it may include small vegetable fibres.

3. Fragment of wall of carenated ceramic. The inflection is appreciated both, in the internal and the external side of the piece (figure 2.2.A.3). It has been made with a slow rotation (handmade ceramic), where changes of thickness are very frequent in the same horizontal line. The baking is mixed. It is mainly oxidizing in the superior side of the careening and reducing in the inferior one. The paste is quite decanted and the degreasing is almost imperceptible at first sight. It presents limy concretions in the external side mainly. The edges are not rolled and it presents superficial carbonated concretions.

4. Rolled ceramic (fragment of wall) with an external inflection marked by a horizontal careen (figure 2.2.A.4). The baking and the degreasing are identical to those of the piece number 1, as well as the decoration, which is based on small strokes of burin. They form four parallel lines to the careen, and tend to horizontality together with the rests of to prints which are perpendicular to these. The external side, as it happens with the piece of number 1, has a more careful finish than the internal one, which has many irregularities. It belongs to the usual name of handmade ceramic, which can be named again as ceramics made with slow rotations. All this seems to indicate that this fragment and the one of the number 1 belonged to the same piece.

5. Four bottom fragments (see description 8) (figures 2.2.A.5, 2.2.A.6, 2.2.A.7 and 2.2.A.8): The base of the pieces is flat. The thickness of the bottom is out of proportion as regards the thickness of the start of the preserved wall. They seem to be made by slow rotation. Instead of using sticks/bars of paste, it seems that a very liquid paste has been applied using the fingers, and lately, it has been smoothed with the hands or with a spatula. There are areas in the external side where the smoothing is not homogeneous; therefore, layers of clay that were previously applied can be seen. The baking is mixed: the external side of the piece tends to be oxidizing while the internal side is reducing. There are several sizes of degreasing. It presents rests of soot in the external side, so that it can be inferred an use to cook food by putting the piece
directly beside the fireplace. One of the pieces (figure 2.2.A.7) has some very remarkable changes of thickness considering the small size of the preserved fragment. Its degreasings is limy, scanty but it has a big size (fragments of 3-4 mm). These four fragments present a bad condition. Two of them stand out because of its marked rolling.

The differences in the baking do not show different moments, since, in this kind of batches made in mono-chamber ovens (holes in the ground where the pots are put and covered with firewood), the baking of each pot changes a lot according to the place they are inside the oven, and also, if the pieces are in close contact to the combustion. The degreasings, mainly limy, could show that the place where the earthenware was taken is quite near the settlement. Considering the described materials and their secondary position within the same level, this small ceramic collection does not allow us to do great chronocultural appraisals. However, two ceramic groups can be distinguished in a first approach. There is a first lot of several fragments which contains the two mentioned rims and the decorated fragments, which we associate to Neolithic. The second one is a small group that includes the carenated fragment, which could belong to a more advanced period, possibly to Copper Age.

Faunal remains

The malacological rests are scanty and come from subunit TA-3a and subunit TA-4. This group is only composed of gastropods. A specimen of *Palella (Patella) vulgata* (Linné, 1758), recuperated in TA-3a, stands out. The rest of the group belongs to three different kinds of continental gastropods that were found in the two mentioned units.

With regards to macromammals, the zooarchaeological analysis of the group shows the following spectrum of species: *Bos taurus*, *Ovis aries* or *Capra hircus* among the domesticated ones, and *Sus scropha*, *Oriolagus cuniculus*, *Cervus elaphus*, *Ursus arctos* and *Vulpes vulpes* among the wild ones. The lot of bones is composed of 203 rests; the ones of unit TA-3 stand out among them because they are the more numerous group (table 2.2).

Compared to unit TA-3, unit TA-4 is no representative; it can be stood out the lack of animals of big size and the presence of rests of some kind of ovicaprid.

The bones of Torca l’Arroyu presents a very well preserved fauna. It has only turned out to be representative the fauna belonging to unit TA-3, since unit TA-4 contains few rests. The boar stands out among the documented animals; with regard to the domestic ones, the presence of the cow stands out. The presence of the ovicaprids is testimonial and little meaningful. The taphonomic and seasonal data allow to claim that the boars were hunted during summertime and the beginning of winter. In the case of the rest of the animals, the lack of seasonal data does not allow us to know when they died; but the taphonomic information indicates, as it occurs with the boar, that the different animals of units TA-3 and TA-4 were processed by the human being, except for the fox, which lacks of cutting marks and its rests are not fragmented. Despite we can explain the represented fauna and its consequences to the human being, the existence of other alterations indicates that we face a group slanted by different processes. The presence of rolled and polished bones in unit TA-3 evidences that we are before a bone group moved by hydric transport. In the same way, the scavenger action of carnivores suggests that they acted on the bone sample slanting it. Therefore, we can think that these two agents could slant the bone sample and, at the same time, they can be also the main responsible ones of the high trampling that the bone rests show. The real importance of the fauna of Torca L´Arroyu is based on the presence of domestic fauna in a precise moment of the Asturian Neolithic and also, because of the predominance of the boar among the wild species.

**GEOCHRONOLOGY: RADIOCARBONIC DATES**

In order to obtain numeric ages for the site of Torca L’Arroyu, we sent five samples of charcoal and bone material coming from two different archaeological levels, TA-3 and TA-4 to the Laboratory of Radiocarbonic Date of the University of Barcelona, finally, they got reduced to four samples (figure 2.1.B).

Table 2.1 shows the source unit of the samples, the material, the code of laboratory, the date assignation results expressed in BP(1) with its uncertainty belonging to once the usual deviation of the radiometric measures that we indicate ordered from minor to major age. It also shows the results of the dates calibration according to CalPal 2005 SFCP curve (Weniger et al., 2005). The probability intervals are indicated, whose sum is equal to 95,4% (calibration 2 sigma) (Stuiver y Reimer 1993), expressed in calendaric years cal. BP and cal. BC/AD.

**TORCA L’ARROYU: NEOLITHIC SETTLEMENT, FIRES AND SEDIMENT PROCESSES**

Considering the information exposed before, the first to be distinguished, on studying the sediment filling of Torca l’Arroyu, is that although it is a site located in a secondary position, it contains a very interesting geoarchaeologic information that we will try to decode...
along this work. The hypothetical geodynamic model that we lay out considers the previous existence of an open air site located in the slope where the sinkhole opens. It is in a topographic position superior to the sinkhole. In this way, the slope and the small hill where the slope ends up offer excellent conditions for the habitat, with a South orientation and with a good sight control over the near fluvial bed of the Nora river. The chronology of this occupation of surface is marked by the date UBAR-803 4930 ± 70 BP (5850-5530 cal. BP), obtained from bone rests of an only specimen of *Bos taurus*. It locates the settlement in the first half of IV millenium a.C. (3900-3580 cal. BC) (figure 2.2.B). The length of this occupation would be defined by the date obtained from a sample that contains several bones, UBAR-804 4240 ± 60 BP (4930-4580 cal. BP) (figure 2.2.B), so that its result would be the mean of its different ages; it would show us an average chronology for the settlement, which would go along the first third of the III milenium B.C. (2990-2630 cal. BC). If we sum the probabilities of both dates, the period of validity for the settlement would be in the interval 5860-4610 cal. BP (3910-2660 cal. BC), whose considered duration is 1250 years. This long duration of the inhabitation of the slope settlement together with the presence of ceramic materials that seem to belong to two different moments would be showing us the existence of two moments of inhabitation: one of them would belong to the Neolithic, associated to the date UBAR-803, which the decorated ceramics would come from, and the other one, to the Copper Age, associated to the date UBAR-804, the carenated ceramics belong to it. The first moment would be related to the Neolithic levels of some other Asturian sites such as the A2 level of the Cave of Mazaculos (González Morales, 1995) whose date is GAK-15221 5050 ± 120 BP (6040-5560 cal. BC) or the tumulus MAXII of Monte Areo (de Blas, 1999) whose date is CSIC-1380 5133 ± 30 BP (6000-5720 cal. BP; 4050-3770 cal. BC) (figure 2.2.B).

Inside the cavity, the sequence begins with some materials which are produced by the rock alteration of the substratum (unit TA-1). They fill in the existing paleotopography in the cavity ground and probably, were placed in a time when the cavity was without outside communication. The sequence continues when the conection of the cavity with the outside is made through a small collapse sinkhole which contains external materials.

Tab. 2.1. Torca L’Arroyu. Taxonomic profiles according to NR and MNI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxon</th>
<th>NR</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>NR</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>TA-3</th>
<th>TA-4</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>MNI TA-3</th>
<th>MNI TA-4</th>
<th>MNI Surface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Bos taurus</em></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>1/1/0</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td>Ad/ Juv/ Inf</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Boar</em></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1/0/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovicaprid indet.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samall</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bear</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rabbit</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indet.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>3/1/2</td>
<td>4/0/0</td>
<td>2/0/0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NR: Number of remains; MNI: Minimal number of individuals; Ad.: Adult; Juv: Juvenile; Inf.: Infantile

Tab. 2.2. Torca L’Arroyu. Calibrated Radiocarbonic Dates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>14C dates BP</th>
<th>2σ calibrated dates cal. BP (0=AD1950)</th>
<th>2σ calibrated dates cal. BC/AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TA-4</td>
<td>Charcoals</td>
<td>UBAR-746</td>
<td>2050 ± 120</td>
<td>2340 – 1740 cal. BP</td>
<td>390 cal. BC – 210 cal. AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-3b</td>
<td>Charcoals</td>
<td>UBAR-745</td>
<td>3190 ± 150</td>
<td>3790 – 3030 cal. BP</td>
<td>1840 – 1080 cal. BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-3ª</td>
<td>Bones indet.</td>
<td>UBAR-804</td>
<td>4240 ± 60</td>
<td>4940 – 4580 cal. BP</td>
<td>2990 – 2630 cal. BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-3ª</td>
<td>Bones of <em>Bos taurus</em></td>
<td>UBAR-803</td>
<td>4930 ± 70</td>
<td>5850 – 5530 cal. BP</td>
<td>3900 – 3580 cal. BC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After leaving the settlement of the slope, some of its rests and the thin geologic materials from the surface went through processes linked to a dynamic of gravity-slope with hydric influence due to rainfalls of some intensity. This produced clay layers, which are the source of unit TA-2.

Later, there was a fire in the slope and the vegetation was wiped out. As a consequence, the archaeological rests that were still there and the surface geological materials (thin and thick) went through a new sediment cycle by processes of gravity-slope with hydric influence, which are the source of the clay layers with pebbles and blocks that ended up in subunit TA-3a, whose inside contains a lot of archaeological materials (bone and ceramic rests, polished tools) and clear signs of hydric transport. The presence of big angular blocks of authoctonous lime in the base of TA-3a evidences that in those moments, there were collapses in the opening of the torca, which enlarged its original size. The sediment process of gravity-slope continues with the clay layer of subunit TA-3b dated in the interval 3790-3030 cal. BP (1840-1080 cal. BC), which has scanty lateral extension in the sediment cone, and with the clay layer with stones and blocks of subunit TA-3c, which superimposes on subunit TA-3a towards the distal areas of the cone. Both, TA-3b and TA-3c contain scattered and scanty archaeological rests, which evidences that the rests of the settlement of the slope surface were practically dismantled.

Later, the slope where the settlement was located went through another fire which wiped out its vegetal cover; besides, new episodes of dragging by gravity-slope processes took place and led to the sediment process of unit TA-4 dated in the interval 2340-1740 cal. BP (390 cal. BC-210 cal. AD), where two levels of well stratified ashes and charcoals can be seen in the clay sediments.

Finally, during a wet epoch with mild temperatures of some duration, the precipitation of the calcic carbonate took place. It formed the espeleotheme which sealed the deposits of the sinkhole. The precipitation continued over it, and stalagmites and stalactites were produced; in some cases they have formed small columns.
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Abstract: In early eighties, some Spanish archaeologists started to use the concept “inland Neolithic” to make reference to those rare sites with impressed vessels located in the inland areas of Iberia. This expression has been regularly used by those archaeologists who needed to name the archaeological findings as a new reality which differs from Neolithic coastal groups.
But in fact, the notion of “inland Neolithic” can be found in some writings of 1930’s and 1940’s by Bosch Gimpera and San Valero, who had proposed other concepts such as “Caves with decorated potteries Culture” and “Neolithic of the Plateau” to name it. Since that moment, the neolithic sites of several provinces of Spain and Portugal were supposed to be more recent than the caves sited near the shorelines of Spanish Levant and Andalussia, introducing an axiom that would no be easily forgotten. Nowadays, some projects developed in inland Iberia have shown an intense Neolithic dwelling alongside the basin of Duero, Tagus and Guadiana rivers, in the spaces considered as being part of the former “Inland Neolithic”.
Maybe, the “Inland Neolithic” concept was defined within a theoretical framework dominated by the lack of archaeological data, but, at the present time, its validity can be questioned by the large number of existing sites. In this paper I wish to discuss some concepts involved in the use of this expression rather than make a synthesis about the recent research in those territories. I think that many related concepts must be reviewed; especially those linked to the homogeneity of some cultural aspects and even what can and what can not be considered as “inland”.
The homogeneous/hinomogeneous nature of Neolithic groups from the inland is analyzed in order to understand the process of neolithization: whether or not the origin of Neolithic in the Inland is the same in all territories (i.e. as result of a wide colonization), and even it is a useful way to “measure” the implication of “indigenous” components on the formation of agricultural landscapes.
Summing-up, I believe that is time to look for specific regional studies and understand the diversity of geographical environments in order to appreciate the emergence of agricultural practices in inland Iberia.

Key-Words: Iberia Inland Neolithic; Neolithization process; Agricultural landscapes

Resumo: No início da década de 80, alguns arqueólogos espanhóis utilizaram o conceito “Neolítico Interior” para classificar alguns, raros, sítios com cerâmicas impressas, localizados no interior do espaço peninsular, e que se diferenciavam dos grupos neolíticos conhecidos nas regiões costeiras. No entanto, o conceito “Neolítico Interior” pode ser já encontrado na bibliografia produzida, nas décadas de 30 e 40, por Bosch Gimpera e San Valero, que propuseram os termos “Cultura de grutas com cerâmicas decoradas” e “Neolítico da Meseta” para designar essas realidades. Desde então, considerou-se que os sítios neolíticos de diferentes regiões de Espanha e Portugal, seriam mais recentes que a ocupação das grutas localizadas no litoral levantino e na Andaluzia, introduzindo no debate um axioma de difícil contestação.
Neste momento, alguns projectos a decorrer no interior da Península Ibérica, demonstraram a existência de uma intensa ocupação neolítica ao longo das bacias do Douro, do Tejo e do Guadiana, portanto nas áreas tradicionalmente integradas no “Neolítico Interior”.
Este conceito construído num quadro teórico marcado pela escassez de informação arqueológica pode, hoje, ser discutido em função do importante número de sítios já detectados. Neste trabalho, discutem-se alguns conceitos associados a esta designação que necessitam de urgente revisão, designadamente os que admitem a homogeneidade de alguns aspectos culturais e os que rodeiam os conceitos de “interior”.
A homogeneidade/heterogeneidade dos grupos neolíticos do Interior é analisada tendo em vista o processo de neolithização; a origem comum, ou distinta, deste Neolítico do Interior (em consequência de um processo de colonização); a participação e o contributo das realidades indígenas na formação das paisagens agrícolas.
Em suma, este parece o momento para desenvolver análises regionais e analisar o papel da diversidade de ambientes geográficos no quadro da emergência das práticas agrícolas no interior peninsular.
Palavras-chave: Neolítico Interior; Processo de Neolithização; Paisagens Agrícolas

In 1980, M.D. Fernández-Posse published her work about the excavations of El Aire’s cave at Patones (Madrid). She stated that many of decorated sherds, manly with impressed and incised motives, could be related to some cultural context from Andalussia, where the research on Neolithic had a strong tradition on the study of pottery. In fact, this archaeologist proposed that some sites with impressed pottery in Central Spain would be related to a same cultural group defined apparently by its poor archaeological documentation (Fernández-Posse 1980). She used the “inland Neolithic” expression to make reference to those dispersal sites in Northern and Southern Plateau which shared the common attribute of impressed vessels. In that moment, a new cultural concept
was born, and it would have a frequent presence in Spanish archaeological literature during the eighties and nineties decades.

Nevertheless “Inland Neolithic” is not really an original concept by itself, some ideas can be found in early writings about the Iberian Neolithic. Since the 1930’s and 1940’s decade Bosch Gimpera (1945) and San Valero (1946) had been working in the cultural delimitation of Iberian Neolithic groups on the territory. P. Bosch Gimpera (1945) distinguished four groups in Neolithic Iberia. Among them, the “Central Culture” or “Caves with Decorated Pottery Culture” is the one that involves a significant part of inner Iberia. J. San Valero (1946) stated that there were five Neolithic groups in Iberia; among them, the “Plateau (Meseta) Neolithic” can be understood as a primary definition of “Inland Neolithic”.

The study of “Inland Neolithic” and its cultural systemization was the aim of two brief works published by Antona (1986) and Municio (1988) in the eighties, both authors gather data from inner Neolithic sites and try to explain the human presence in Central Iberia during Neolithic. The same expression has been used by Portuguese scholars to refer the sites located far from the Atlantic shore, in the inner lands of Portugal. Despite the historiographical origin of this expression is neatly different from Spain, the same procedure seems to be implied in its use. In fact, the archaeological knowledge and documentation of Neolithic realities in inner lands of Tagus, Douro and Guadiana basins is clearly posterior to the first data about Early Neolithic at diverse lands.

In both cases, there is an underlying question that has been reinforced by later interpretations of the neolithization process: the spread of agriculture and livestock breeding towards inner lands of Iberia would be produced as the result of a demic colonization of unhabited territories. Several Spanish (Kunst & Rojo 1999) or Portuguese (Zilhão 2003) archaeologists have supported this hypothesis taking into account the lack of Mesolithic records in Central Spain, and even the existing delay.
among Early Neolithic of Spanish Levant and inner territories. In fact, the chronological criteria used are extremely based on cross-cultural comparison of pottery traditions, one of them has often been the presence of absence of cardial wares types (Juan-Cabanilles & Martí 2002: 61-62). Thus, following up this cultural interpretation, Neolithic sites with cardial wares could be doubtless interpreted as Early Neolithic sites and those sites with no evidence of cardial really correspond to advanced stages of neolitization process. This “late” tradition has different names. In Portugal, after Guillaume and Ferreira paper (1970) the called “Furinha horizon” would represent the stage of substitution of cardial ware by local styles. That period was formerly called “Early Evolved Neolithic” in Portugal, or just “Epicardial” in Spain.

During the late nineties the growth of fieldwork has carried out just in Portugal or in Spain, many researchers have oriented their projects to accomplish the study of early agricultural stages in different territories of Inland Iberia. The research was primarily focused to obtain cultural indicators of Neolithic presence in the interior lands of Iberia. The University of Valladolid has developed three interesting projects in Northern Plateau, at the sites of La Velilla (Delibes & Zapatero 1996), La Vaquera (Esteirema 2003) or La Lámpara (Kunst & Rojo 2000), even from South Plateau new data are being included, among several works: Bueno et al. (1995), Rubio & Blasco (2005), Villa & Rojas (1996) or Jiménez (2005). Other inner regions as Alentejo (Diniz 2003) or Spanish Extremadura (Cerrillo 2005) are incorporating new data in recent times to the analysis of this period. The results have shown some interesting facts that are contradictory to cultural interpretations about the delay on the arrival of agriculture and even the presence of late hunter-gathers in those territories.

This paper tries to reflect on some concepts brought out by the acquisition of new data, but manly my intention is to gather some facts which show that there are some common elements on Early Neolithic groups from Inland Iberia and, what is more important, regional characteristics that show how difficult is to explain the whole process from an unidirectional approach. As far as the published works are starting to show, there are heterogeneous components among Neolithic groups of Inland Iberia, we are not also speaking in terms of material culture, but about several significant differences on landscapes and its formation.

During the last years, my research has focused on one of these regions from Inland Iberia: the river Tagus basin (Cerrillo 2005) on the current region of Spanish Extremadura. The basin of Tagus is a territory where the archaeological experience lets us to think about a more complex process of neolithization in which we must take into account new factors. Along this text, I will frequently use this space as a paradigm of those inner lands. I will also use the obtained results, but not just by the fieldwork developed can be used to make comparisons to closer areas. What are the true borders of Inland Neolithic is a question to be specified. The present geopolitical organization of inner Iberia actually distorts an optimal appreciation of the diversity of neolithic groups. In a recent paper (Arias et al. in press) we intended to make a primary distribution of inner and coastal areas by the means of a GIS cartographical model which take into account the orographical characteristics of terrain and distances in order to estimate the accessibility from the coast of some territories. The more evident result is that some sites considered so far as belonging to different groups of Iberian Neolithic are located as interiorly as some others considered as coastal group (i.e. Andalusian groups). In fact, some well known sites such as Murciélagoes de Zuheros (Gavilán et al. 1996) or Nacimiento de Pontones (Asquerino y López 1981) considered as belonging to Andalusian Neolithic groups are as located as far from coast as some Plateau sites. This fact shows the nullity of linear processes described for the whole peninsula and the need to consider a geographical shade in order to achieve a better comprehension of the process.

In 1980’s, the “Inner Neolithic” concept was applied to explain as a whole reality some sites with apparent common pottery styles, often without stratigraphical or chronological information (i.e. data from survey or not contextualized sherds). Thus, by the means of it, the available evidence of theoretically unhabited territories were grouped stressing some cultural affinities such as the absence of cardial pottery. After more than twenty years, several projects have shown the diversity of material culture, landscapes and the antiquity of first crops in Iberia. By the regional observation of cultural processes we can state that there is a dialectic between own and shared issues (i.e. pottery styles and frequencies) among several Iberian geographies. Nevertheless, in practice, “Inner Neolithic” is rather a more geographical than cultural concept. By the means of it, all the scarce archaeological evidence was grouped in a wide space with a lack of dwelling to offer a more satisfactory explanation of neolithization. So “Inland Neolithic” concept has indeed developed a historiographical dimension which cannot be misunderstood when used.

Several authors have pleaded for a colonization process of Inner Iberia, taking into account the lack of Mesolithic data (Zilhão 2003: 213-214), or even the inexistence of cardial wares (Juan-Cabanilles & Martí 2000: 64), both arguments will lead to see demic diffusion as a serious alternative to explain first Neolithic crops. As I have exposed (Cerrillo 2005: 31), one of the main question is if Neolithic groups from Inner Iberia have common characteristics which let us talk about heterogeneous components on its formation, and what could be more interesting, formal cultural differences on its early context of formation.

Nevertheless, the question of a common origin is still open and depends on the real presence of dwelling before the agricultural practices would have consolidated.
During the last years our research in Spanish Extremadura has clearly revealed the presence of at least two shelters with artifacts and AMS dating which clearly shows that inner basin of Tagus river was occupied during the VIIIth millenium cal BC. At El Conejar cave (Cerrillo Cuencach 1999), the team of Prof. Carbonell has obtained the date of 8220+/−40 BP (7355-7078 cal BC\(^1\)) from a small breccia with quartzite macrotoolic tools and faunal remains (Canals et al. 2005: 65). This cave was lately occupied by neolithic and chalcolithic communities as some artifacts can prove. Our recent works in Canaleja Gorge have indeed supplied some data about Mesolithic and Early Neolithic dwelling in shelters located at the bottom of valley. At Canaleja 2 shelter we found a few evidence of geometrics and microlaminar tools associated to a hearth, whose charcoal have been dated in 8740+/−40 BP (Beta-214600; 7940-7611 cal BC). The same shelter would be occupied later during Early Neolithic as some sherds of “boquique” ware show.

By inserting this absolute dates within a wider framework, we find a real correspondence with panels from a new rock-art cycle which has been recently documented in several locations of Spanish Extremadura (Collado 2005). Despite we found the most important proof of contemporaneous occupations on Portugal, where Prazo (Rodrigues & Angelucci 2004) and Barca de Xarez Baixo (Almeida et al. 1999) sites with similar absolute dates from VIIIth cal BC. Going further the documentation of Mesolithic sites in Inland Iberia is significantly increasing (Arias et al. in press), i.e. innerest areas as Madrid are providing in recent times information about last hunter-gathers (Morín de Pablos et al. 2006). Nevertheless, according to these dates, we must stress that at least in Spanish Extremadura there is still an important gap between the dated Mesolithic occupations and the earlier agricultural context, which are situated around the 5500 cal BC.

Within the current archaeological record of Mesolithic sites is really hard to determine what the degree of homogeneity in landscape or in material culture is. As far as we can see we could defend that there are at least two different tendencies in material culture, one defined by the use of local raw material as quartz or quartzite (i.e. Barca do Xarez, El Conejar) and probably some sites where the use of flint becomes more obvious. Despite the chronological gap between Mesolithic and Early Neolithic, if we put together different data from inner Iberia we can observe that is possible to plead for continuity. Thus, there is still some inability to contrast new models, a situation than can undergo changes with continuity. Thus, there is still some inability to contrast new models, a situation than can undergo changes with continuity. One of the hot spot is the analysis of neolithic landscapes, which can determine the convergence of common factors on the formation of agricultural groups. In the case of Spanish Extremadura the similarities with the documented patterns of settlement in Alentejo are evident (Calado 2000). In both areas there is a preferential occupation of granite areas and more rarely limestone shelters, this fact shows a peculiar adaptation to landscape which differs from other territorial areas from inner Iberia.

Following the few AMS available dates we can propose that this agricultural adaptation would be carried out during the second half of VIth millennium, despite the range of dates is not enough wide and it would be necessary to obtain more data in certain enclosed areas. In any case, we could also support a variability of dwelling in a regional scale. In Spanish Extremadura we could defend a non-specialised system of production which looks up for the use of several natural resources. Moreover, in the case of karstic systems there is a clear coincidence among the territories of hunter-gather groups during the VIIIth millennium and subsequent neolithic landscapes.

In any case, we start to document a variety on the use of natural resources and the variety of crops. In a recent paper, L. Zapata et alii (2003) state the variety of crops

\(^1\) All dates have been calibrated to 2 sigma using OxCal 4.0 software and IntCal 04 curve.

\(^2\) “Boquique” ware is actually a kind of impressed pottery well known in early stages of Iberian Neolithic.
documented in the earliest neolithic sites of inner Iberia such as La Lámpara or La Vaquera and particularly, taking into account the lack of free-threshing wheat, so common in other Iberian neolithic sites. As the authors appoint, the scarce volume of data in this wide area only allows to make suppositions, so the hypothesis of agricultural adaptations of crops to diverse geographical backgrounds or a mere cultural variety product are still to be determined. We must add that these biological data could be related with material culture to try to determine the cultural homogeneity of earlier agricultural groups.

In West Center Iberia, the neolithic production raises new questions about the development of agriculture. Firstly, we must consider an early interaction with forest. As palynological analyses from Los Barruecos testify, Neolithic communities would develop a non-intensified land use (López Sáez et al. 2005), and even we can track some gathering activities of acorn. The recovery of biological evidence of crops and faunal remains in sites dominated by acid soils, whose geology is often formed by granite decomposition, is an almost impossible task. The documentation of agricultural evidences at the sites of Extremadura (table 3.1) shows anyway this fact and the need to turn to other types of analysis to get a proof for cropping activities. Palynological identification (López Sáez et al. 2005) of cereal has become the more efficient way to fix a true cerealistic production, whose repercussion on the environment is evident. Even phytoliths analyses, not commonly used to register evidences of production, shows the consumption of barley (Juan-Tresserras & Matamala 2006). The recovery of seeds only could be carried out at El Conejar cave (Canals et al. 2005), where naked wheat and escanda could suggest well established neolithic croppings, nevertheless the absence of stratigraphy for Holocene occupations must be considered when establishing a date for them.

Actually, there are several Early Neolithic sites where we can prove the existence of pit-storage structures which can be interpreted as silos in adjacent spaces to habitat. Some pits have been documented alongside Tagus basin, from Madrid to Lisboa, taking into account the results of excavations from La Deseada (Díaz del Río & Consuegra 1999), Mesegar de Tajo (Villa & Rojas 1996), Los Barruecos (Cerrillo Cuenca et al. 2006) and São Pedro de Canaferrim (Simões 2003). Other sites from Douro and Guadiana basins reflect the same predisposition, silos have been found at La Lámpara (Rojo & Kunst 2000) or Valada do Mato (Diniz 2003). The data from these sites with silos reflects the common need for surplus storage, and the verification of low-intensity cultivation on their environment. Relative and absolute chronologies points out the late of VIth millennium or the transit from VIth to Vth as the beginning of these sites, as shown in table 3.2. So the absolute dates from some of these structure and storage vessels seem to be a good element to reinforce the agricultural vocation of these sites.

Pottery and its decoration styles have often lead the cultural indicators of neolitization process, despite nowadays its value has been in decline with more frequent publications of well-defined contexts from the point of view of subsistencial data and absolute dates,
Tab. 3.3. Elements to analyse intra-regional variability in Spanish Extremadura

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind of settlement</th>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>Evidence of crops</th>
<th>Pottery</th>
<th>Lithics</th>
<th>Geological Background</th>
<th>Occupations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shelters in slopes</td>
<td>Boquique Atambores Peña Aguilera</td>
<td>Hand mills (indirect)</td>
<td>Predominance of open vessels</td>
<td>Scarce microlaminar, geometrics</td>
<td>Always granite</td>
<td>Discontinuity Late Bronze Age (Boquique)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On hillocks</td>
<td>Barruecos C. de la Horca Cerca Antonio Mingo Martin</td>
<td>Cereal pollen Phytoliths Storage pits Hand mills</td>
<td>Predominance of open vessels, presence of storage vessels</td>
<td>Scarce microlaminars, few geometrics</td>
<td>Often granite, very rare on schist</td>
<td>Discontinuity Middle Neolithic dated Chalcolithic dated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close to rivers</td>
<td>Cañadilla C. los Lobos Valdecañas</td>
<td>Hand mills (indirect) (absence of diggings)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scarce microlaminars, geometrics</td>
<td>Always granite (also possible on schist)</td>
<td>Only Neolithic (apparently, no diggings seasons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caves</td>
<td>Conejar Canaleja I Canaleja II</td>
<td>Seeds Cereal pollen</td>
<td>Predominance of open vessels</td>
<td>Scarce microlaminars, geometrics</td>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>Discontinuity Mesolithic dated Middle Neolithic others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 3.4. Critical aspects on determining the degree of innovation from some elements of Early Neolithic dwelling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Nature</th>
<th>Critical aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mesolithic dwelling</td>
<td>Heterogeneity?</td>
<td>The is a lack of data from VIIth and VIth millennia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>Heterogeneity</td>
<td>Intra-regional analyses should be strengthened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Heterog. / Homog.</td>
<td>More data from cropping is needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material culture analyses</td>
<td>Heterogeneity</td>
<td>Some homogeneous elements (in pottery), lithics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronologies</td>
<td>Homogeneity</td>
<td>The process appears to be contemporaneous in inland Iberia, but several dates would improve models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nevertheless it became soon a strong argument to make comparison between geographical areas. The vectors of demic diffusion proposed during 1980’s and 1990’s make no sense today, when we now that settlements can be understood as participative places that receive material and cultural influences from far regions. For example, some decorative patterns, as boquique pottery, have an excellent representation on inner sites, meanwhile others have an uneven presence. In the last years some cardial wares have been identified in central areas of Iberia, despite some sherds need to be re-analyzed. For instance some cardial decorated sherds come from Northern Plateau, one from the megalithic collective burial of El Torrejón de Villamayor (Arias & Jiménez 1994: 15), whose presence have not been explained yet in a satisfactory way. A collection of cardial ware sherds were recuperated at the site of Peña del Bardal (Gutiérrez 1966) in 1950’s among others neatly Neolithic pottery remains. Recently, the excavations of Verona II site in Madrid province seem to have supplied some dubious sherds with cardial decoration (Jiménez 2005: 908). We must stress (Cerrillo 2005: 95) that some impressed sherds have decorations similar to cardial, just repeating the same patterns where the imprinting of shell cannot be determined easily. That is the case of some sherds from Mesegar de Tajo (Villa & Rojas 1996) or even some fragments from El Conejar and Boquique caves. Somehow, the old perception of the relationship between shorelines and inner environments is still valid, despite it must be more delimited and clarified. Taking into account the dialectical discourse used in this paper, we can admit that the presence of some cardial wares in inner lands do not have influence on the individual development of different territories, regardless of this archaeological element possesses tinges of homogeneity.

We still do not have percentages of pottery characteristics for several inner sites from Iberia, which would help to define theoretical geographic areas further on the absence/presence of concrete attributes. A proof of these variations between the inner areas themselves is shown by choosing different terms of comparison, i.e. the sites from Tagus basin and La Vaquera cave. For instance comparing the percentage of decorated pottery, we find real differences. There we can state some territorial differences among joins of material culture that contrast with the vector transmission proposed for productive practices following the dispersion of certain pottery styles. Thus, the values of two uneven shared elements like red varnish and Boquique pottery question these “paths” of novelties diffusion and, moreover, shows different tendencies on the called “Inner Neolithic”. It is
not possible to follow vectors of diffusion as thought some decades ago; i.e. “red varnish pottery” is present in west Andalusia and Meseta, but is really scanty in Extremadura. Thus, the similarities in pottery joins from areas could show different territorial behaviour that could be tracked as hypothesis in a pre-neolithic tradition⁷. At least, in pottery joins there are not clear homogeneous elements in Central Iberia, except by the practical lack of cardial pottery, which cannot actually be used as a common sign of entropy.

If not related to evidences of production and absolute dates, pottery should not be used as an element to explain by itself the neolithization process. Thus, the theoretical “epicardial ware” horizon should be questioned when trying to explain the neolithization process as a regional derivation from cardial ware (Alday 2006: 640). In fact, some cardial sherds show clear relationships with coastal areas but is not a determinant element which can be used to propose different cultural trends. However absolute dates and decoration shows that the earlier peasants in inner Iberia are contemporaneous to coastal cardial-wares groups, defining a more complex situation than in 1980’s or 1990’s. Fortunately, at the present times, the excavation of sites as Los Murgiélagos (Gavilán et al. 1996), La Lámpara (Kunst & Rojo 2000) o La Vaquera (Estremera 2003) are providing enough data to understand the whole process from a more complete perspective. Therefore, absolute dates from each area are really the indicators that fix joins of pottery styles and specific agricultural strategies.

In inland Iberia there are territories that can be described by owning several peculiarities and developing production at the same period. If we think locally, we found that there is a high degree of intra-regional variability. As lack of documentation in areas with scarce data would be solved, we will have more terms of comparison that let us to state rigorously more specific models to study the transition to agriculture. The models based on the colonization of inlands usually defend the absence of settlement in inner Iberia during the beginnings of Holocene, a commonplace when trying to explain the “Inner Neolithic. With the historiographical overcome of that model is obvious that certain features does not points towards a unidirectional human colonization of Iberia inlands. Such process would produce a more homogeneous archaeological image, as is evident in Central Europe with LBK groups. On the contrary, several differences on the types of habitat might reveal a previous tradition on the exploration of landscapes as Bugocki has pointed out (Bugocki 2003: 263). In inner Iberia the main problem is the real lack of surveys for most of the territory, and in some cases the implication of recent anthropical distortion on landscapes (Cerrillo Cuenca 2005: 119), but as I set previously, we find some significant variations on intra-regional and regional levels. For instance, the use of caves and open-air settlements in diverse geological background shows a considerable degree of variation, but as far as the archaeological record can provide there are not differences among the economical activities, and even La Lámpara and La Vaquera sites can be equally compared (Rojo & Estremera 2000).

The varieties in landscapes could be used to describe a complex process. Thus, we can understand heterogeneity as cause of “interaction” and the role that previous dwelling played in the acquisition of cropping and stockbreeding. Heterogeneous components in material culture and biological remains of crops draw diverse models of interaction in parallel times. As far as the archaeological record becomes more explicit, we could find more indicators that will probably point to processes that are actually more complex.
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Resumo: O nosso trabalho pretende discutir o que é possível dizer sobre as estruturas sociais dos grupos que protagonizaram o início e desenvolvimento do modo de vida campesino no Nordeste da Península Ibérica. Com efeito, não apresentaremos uma proposta fechada ou um modelo concreto, uma vez que cremos ser mais proveitoso levantar alguns aspectos específicos relevantes para a discussão que propomos. Propomos uma reflexão aberta com a intenção de impulsionar um debate, nem que seja pondo em frente dos investigadores interpretações para se oporem.

Palavras-chave: Neolitização; Estruturas Sociais; Nordeste da Península Ibérica

Résumé: Cet article a pour but d’initier une discussion sur l’analyse de l’organisation sociale des communautés engagées dans le développement de l’économie agricole dans le nord-est de la Péninsule Ibérique. Il ne s’agit pas pour nous de conclure sur le sujet ni même de proposer un modèle concret, mais plutôt d’engager un débat. Ainsi, nous avons choisi d’éclairer un aspect spécifique, en soumettant aux chercheurs et à l’épreuve des faits des interprétations auxquelles se confronter.

Mots-clé: Neolithisation; Organisation Sociale; nord-est de la Penínsule Ibérica

LA PROBLEMATIQUE SUR LA TABLE

La recherche sur le développement du mode de vie paysanne au nord-est de la Péninsule Ibérique a eu un important développement les dernières trente années. Toutefois, un des aspects moins abordés par la recherche a été l’étude de leurs structures sociales. Mais connaître les relations sociales développées dans un certain contexte historique doit être un objectif primordial si on veut comprendre les processus développés par les communautés étudiées et les causes et les conséquences des changements du registre archéologique.

Nous voulons poser la discussion sur les structures sociales des premiers groupes paysannes du nord-est de la Péninsule Ibérique, en effectuant une réflexion ouverte avec l’intention de promouvoir ce débat, ni qui est en proposant des interprétations à auxquelles s’opposer.

Les sociétés néolithiques ont basé leur structure économique à la production d’aliments, ce qui diminuait des risques dans l’obtention des ressources subsistencielles. Les processus productifs développés permettent qu’à un plus grand travail investi plus grand ce soit le volume de la production et la capacité de reproduction sociale. On établit maintenant de nouveaux types de relation avec les moyens de production. Ceci favorise le surgissement de la propriété communale des moyens de production, que produit une plus grande richesse matérielle qu’on peut redistribuer et accumuler. La valeur accumulable de la production rend propice un accès différencié aux sources de richesse, en renforçant la hiérarchisation sociale et en favorisant la compétitivité intra et intergroupe. Pour que ceci ait du succès est nécessaire développer une justification idéologique qui permette de passer de l’effort minimal et la non accumulation à l’exaltation du travail et la nécessité d’accumulation, de reproduction et de particularisation de la propriété. Le développement de tout ce processus peut se refléter, par exemple, dans la différente complexité des mobiliers funéraires ou dans l’inégale répartition du travail investi dans sa réalisation, qui suggèrent l’existence de différences sociales qui pourraient finalement être perpétuées au moyen de lignées.

La valeur accumulable de la production a rendu possible, comme ont proposé déjà d’autres auteurs, le surgissement de la “richesse”. La valeur accumulable est le résultat de la dynamique productive et prédictive de l’économie agricole, qui finit par produire une certaine accumulation de biens (Testart, 2005, 2006).

Un travail ethnologique comparatif souligne que les chasseurs-cueilleurs et les horticulteurs avec peu de stockage ne recourent pas au gaspillage de biens dans leurs obligations sociales. Même s’il y a un certain type de “richesse” est peu développée et on ne l’utilise pas dans les principales stratégies sociales inter et intragroupe. À l’opposé, avec peu d’exceptions, les sociétés paysannes avec stockage sont sociétés avec “richesse” qui l’utilisent dans beaucoup d’occasions sociales: achat de l’épouse, paiement du prix du sang, sanctions, etc. L’ethnologie montre en outre que les sociétés actuelles du type néolithique ne sont pas seulement “riches” mais aussi il y a des différences internes selon la “richesse”.

Sur ces bases théoriques et d’appui dans le registre ethnographique, nous pouvons proposer que le Néo-
lithique a été marqué, entre d’autres caractéristiques, par l’apparition de la “richesse” et, surtout, parce que la “richesse” a été depuis ce moment un facteur clef de la vie sociale, puisqu’elle faut payer dans chaque grande occasion sociale et parce que toutes les structures sociales sont dorénavant inséparables de cette nouvelle donne. En définitive, si les sociétés néolithiques ont été marquées par l’apparition de la “richesse” on peut penser qu’ils les ont aussi été, évidemment, par la différenciation sociale entre des individus “riches” et “pauvres”.

La vision plus commune sur les premières communautés paysannes du nord-est de la Péninsule Ibérique est qu’elle s’agit de groupes familiaux autosuffisants avec une structure sociale égalitaire, où la population féminine et les jeunes individus ont une position inférieure en relation aux adultes masculins. Mais, globalement, la cohérence du groupe doit d’être haute (Molist, 2005).

LES PRATIQUES FUNÉRAIRES AU NORD-EST DE LA PENINSULE IBERIQUE

Nous ne savons rien sur les pratiques funéraires des premières communautés paysannes du VI millénaire. Ce vide archéologique permet de poser différentes hypothèses: a) le hasard a fait qu’on n’ait pas trouvé ces enterrements; b) le traitement funéraire n’est pas reflété dans le registre archéologique; c) les premières sociétés paysannes ne sont suffisamment développées pour devoir démontrer ni la “richesse” ni le rôle de leurs individus dans le contexte de leurs processus de reproduction sociale.

Les pratiques funéraires sont bien développées depuis la fin du VI millénaire, avec l’utilisation des grottes et abris et la construction de différents types de structures funéraires qui reflètent, en toute sécurité, d’importants changements dans l’organisation sociale, économique et politique. Il faut souligner qu’il y a aussi des dépôts collectifs comme des dépôts individuels.

À la fin du VI millénaire et pendant le V millénaire on utilise des grottes comme riches funéraires: Cova dels Avellaners (Bosch et Tarrús, 1991), Cova del Pasteral (Bosch, 1986), Cova de Les Grioteres (Castany, 1992), Cova dels Lladres (Ten, 1980). Sont toujours des inhumations primaires successives qui forment dépôts collectifs. Le mobilier est formé par céramique, faune et ornement. Il faut souligner le cas de els Avellaners, un des dépôts funéraires collectifs plus vieilles de l’Europe. Il y avait trois petites cellules d’inhumation avec les restes de demi douzaine d’individus dans chacune de d’elles, en y ayant un nombre minimal de 19 individus (avec 6 enfants et 1 adolescent).

Il y a aussi dans la côte centrale catalane les premières nécropoles au plain air, avec tombes avec inhumation individuelle ou double, comme Sant Pau du Camp (24 unités sépulcrales) ou l’Hort d’en Grimau (5 unités sépulcrales) (Mestres, 1988-1989; Granados et al., 1991). Dans les tombes, couvertes avec une accumulation de pierres, le corps est fléchi et repose sur le côté gauche. Le mobilier est formé par céramiques, industrie lithique en silex, petites haches polies, moulins et ornements personnels (Fig. 4.1 et 4.2).

Dans le sud de la côte catalane, dans l’embouchure de l’Ebre, ont a enterrements isolés et nécropoles parmi 21 structures funéraires. Sont des tombes avec un individu accompagné de récipients céramiques, industrie lithique comptes, brassards ou restes de faune. Sa chronologie est établie par le parallèle avec les matériaux de l’habitat proche du Barranc d’en Fabra, dont la date est 4900-4650 BC (Bosch et al., 1996).

Apparaissent aussi maintenant, dans le Prepyrénéen catalan, les premières mégalithiques: les chambres néolithiques avec tumulus complexe (Crueuells et al., 1992). Le “Groupe de Tavertet” est formé par 7-8 sepultures dans un secteur de 2 km de diamètre. Il s’agit de grandes constructions, avec un grand tumulus de terre (diamètre maximal de 22 m ; hauteur maximale 2 m) avec une couronne extérieure en pierre sèche. La chambre funéraire, de dalles, est quadrangulaire. Les inhumations sont individuelles et primaires. Le cadavre est fléchi. Le mobilier est semblable à ce qui est déjà cité, mais avec des vases de type Montboló et outillage de silex melado. La chronologie absolue mis sa construction et utilisation dans la dernière part du VI et pendant toute le V millénaire BC. Face au reprofitement des grottes ou à la facilité relative d’enterrer dans fosses, les structures mégalithiques reflètent un haut investissement de travail en bénéfice de certains individus, qu’on veut aussi dans la même construction de l’enceinte sépulcrale comme dans quelques objets déposés, comme les éléments de silex “melado” d’origine probablement étrangère.

Entre la fin du V et les débuts du IV millénaire BC on entame la construction et l’utilisation des sépultures à couloir. Une intéressante proposition récente propose que ces mégalithes soient à l’origine structures funéraires individuelles qui sont réutilisées postérieurement comme sépultures collectives. Cette suggestive idée a besoin toutefois de vérification empirique.

Au début du IV millénaire, on abandonne totalement l’utilisation des grottes. Maintenant, outre les sépultures à couloir, dans les pratiques funéraires on utilisera les connues sepulturas de fosa dans partir centrale de la côte et du prelitoral et les cistes dans la Dépression Centrale Catalane.

Les sepulturas de fosa sont structures d’inhumation individuelle et primaire, situés préférentiellement dans zones plates et vallées et forment grands nécropoles organisme (Bóbila Madurell: quelque 130 enterrements), nécropoles plus petits (Camí de Can Grau, Pla del Riu de les Marcetes) ou sont des structures iso-
Bien qu’on ait laissé le même type de mobilier, il y a certaines différences significatives avec ce qui est les structures du V millénaire, comme l’outillage élaboré dans “silex melado”, des instruments polis effectués avec des lithologies probablement étrangères (serpentina ou jadeitita), nombreux ornements élaborés dans variscita des mines de Gavà, etc.

Avec ces différences qualitatives il y a aussi qui sont quantitatifs. Est révélateur la présence d’inhumations dont les matériaux associés ressortent par leur quantité et qualité. Bien que dans les enterrements de cette période il soit habituel qui il n’y a rien ou peu matériel (0-10 effectifs), il y a sépultres qui rompent avec cette règle: certaines tombes de la Bòbila Madurell, Bòbila d’en Joca... L’étude réalisée par un de nous a démontré tant l’existence de différences qualitatives et quantitatives statistiquement significatives entre unes et d’autres individus. La présence d’individus très jeunes avec mobiliers considérés d’une plus grande valeur, permet de poser que maintenant le “lieu social” peut déjà être acquis par héritage (Gibaja 2003).

REFLEXION SUR LA PROBLEMATIQUE PRESENTE

En définitive, l’évaluation en termes de structure sociale des dépôts funéraires des premiers paysans du nord-est de la Péninsule Ibérique nous permet proposer cette hypothèse de travail:

1. Il n’y a pas certitude que les communautés paysannes du VI millénaire aient des inégalités sociales internes, au-delà de ce qui est probables par sexe et âge, ce qui peut être interprété de différentes manières, bien qu’une de d’elles soit que le développement du système paysan n’a pas donné lieu encore à la nécessité...
de recourir aux pratiques funéraires comme une forme d’expression du système reproduction et organisation sociale;

2. À la fin du VI millénaire et pendant la première moitié du V, l’accumulation de la “richesse” qui entraîne le développement du mode de vie paysan et les contradictions intragroupales et intergroupales ont recouru aux pratiques funéraires comme un complexe forme d’expression de toute cette accumulation d’éléments. La résolution n’a pas été identique dans toutes les communautés, si qui au moins il y a eu deux voies:

a) communautés avec un plus petit degré d’inégalités internes, dans lesquelles les individus sont enterrés dans des dépôts collectifs qui expriment tant l’appartenance à un certain groupe comme le droit d’utilisation et exploitation d’un territoire spécifique;

b) dans certains groupes on développe l’inhumation individuelle d’individus masculins, avec un important investissement de travail social ou dans l’architecture ou dans la valeur de certains éléments matériels déposés avec eux. Ceci “droit” ne serait pas probablement héréditaire. Nous ne connaissions pas les pratiques funéraires du reste de la communauté;

3. pendant la seconde moitié du V millénaire, on étend le droit à l’enterrement individuel aux hommes, femmes et enfants du groupe. Dans certaines structures on observe des caractéristiques particulières qui peuvent indiquer le rôle social différent que pourraient avoir ces individus.

4. À partir du IV millénaire, les enterrements individuels deviennent la pratique habituelle. Les mobiliers permettent d’établir qu’il existe maintenant de différences internes claires, tant en sens horizontal que verticalement et qu’existe une transmission par héritage du lieu social, comme le démontrent certains enterrements d’individus infantiles d’âge jeune.

Dans notre hypothèse, par conséquent, on pose que le processus d’inégalité sociale s’initie dans le nord-est de la Péninsule Ibérique, au moins depuis la fin du VI millénaire, en n’y ayant pas un seul schéma de relations si qui il y a, au moins, deux. Cette dualité serait maintenue à long de la V millénaire avec une extension progressive de la nécessité sociale de distinguer aux individus, processus qui terminera pendant le IV millénaire avec le développement de relations sociales clairement inégales tant en sens horizontal que vertical.

La connaissance des caractéristiques sociales des premières communautés paysannes constitue, à notre avis, un aspect clef pour comprendre comment et de quelle manière a eu lieu son développement. Comme nous avons
dit, notre de proposition est limité à une zone très concrète. Toutefois, la nécessité de poser ces questions doit être étendue à d’autres zones où le développement de la recherche a augmenté de manière très remarquable le registre disponible durant ces dernières années. En ce sens, par exemple, les discussions maintenues pendant les dernières années autour du développement des structures sociales dans le cadre “du néolithique rubané” nous paraissent hautement positives et stimulantes. Avec notre proposition, nous voulons seulement proposer hypothèse sur cette importante question pour développer des travaux dans notre zone d’étude qui permet de les contraster ou de les réfuter et, de manière plus générale, d’examiner et d’avancer dans la connaissance des caractéristiques socio-économiques et idéologiques générales des premières sociétés paysannes.
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Abstract: The Ambrona Valley (Soria, Spain): a chronological reference for the first Neolithic occupation of Inner Iberia.

The ample set of absolute dates, both on charcoal and short life samples (fauna, cereals), obtained in two open air settlements (La Lámpara and La Revilla) suggest a review of the chronological framework attributed to the first Neolithic colonization of Iberia. They also ask us to deeply reflect on the functioning of these habitats from the first communities with productive economies in the interior of Iberia, and on the limits and problems of the \(^{14}\)C method application. Chronologies have been traditionally built on the basis of a single date or a reduced set of dates on each site, when the availability of ample sets of dates from the same structure (number 4 of La Revilla and 9 of La Lámpara, for instance) occasionally offers surprisingly big temporal spans, and shows that the matter is much more complex than what was thought until the present day.

Key Words: \(^{14}\)C, Early Neolithic, settlements, pits, Inner Iberia

Resumo: O extenso conjunto de datações absolutas obtidas, quer sobre carvão quer sobre amostras de vida curta (fauna, cereais), em dois habitats ao ar livre (La Lámpara e La Revilla) permitem rever o esquema cronológico construído para a primeira colonização neolítica da Península Ibérica.

Em simultâneo, este conjunto permite discutir as modalidades de funcionamento dos habitats das primeiras comunidades produtoras no interior peninsular, e os limites e problemas da datação por \(^{14}\)C. Ao contrário das cronologias tradicionalmente estabelecidas, a partir de uma data ou de um pequeno conjunto de datas de diferentes sítios, o amplo conjunto de datações obtida numa mesma estrutura (como por exemplo na nº 4 de La Revilla e na nº 9 de La Lámpara), demonstrou um período de utilização das mesmas inesperadament e amplo e permitiu detectar uma complexidade nos cenários de uso de estruturas domésticas anteriormente desconhecida.

Palavras-chave: \(^{14}\)C; Neolítico antigo; habitats; estruturas negativas; Interior peninsular

INTRODUCCIÓN

El Valle de Ambrona se sitúa en el sureste de la provincia de Soria, en el entronque de los sistemas Ibérico y Central, a 1100 msnm (Figura 5.1). Presenta en su configuración geológica distintas unidades geomorfológicas: las superficies de erosión del páramo (calizas, dolomías, carniolas y margas), que en la actualidad son, en su mayoría, terrenos incultos, aprovechados como pastos. El fondo del Valle, que presenta en torno a su eje fluvial depósitos holocenos de origen aluvial y, en sus límites exteriores, afloramientos de la facies Keuper, que forman el glacis entre la paramera y el fondo del Valle. Aquí es donde hoy en día encontramos la mayoría de las tierras de labor.

Además, nuestra área de estudio es una zona de drenaje indecido de las aguas superficiales, lo que favorece la creación de humedales y lagunas, de las cuales en la actualidad sólo se mantiene activa la Laguna de La Sima, mientras que las de Ambrona y Conquezuela, artificialmente drenadas, sólo recuperan ocasionalmente parte de su actividad (Figura 5.1).

Se trata de un punto de paso estratégico, situado en la divisoria entre tres de las principales cuencas hidrográficas de la Península (Duero, Ebro y Tajo), razón que podría explicar la extraordinaria densidad de yacimientos arqueológicos, que supera en la actualidad el centenar de estaciones prehistóricas (Rojo y Kunst 1999a). Desde hace diez años se viene desarrollando en este ámbito el “Plan Integral de Actuación en el Valle de Ambrona”, un ambicioso proyecto de investigación multidisciplinar que hemos acometido desde la Universidad de Valladolid y el Instituto Arqueológico Alemán de Madrid (Kunst y Rojo 2000; Rojo 1999; Rojo y Kunst 1996, 1999a, 1999b, 1999c, 1999d, 2002; Rojo, Kunst, Garrido, García y Morán, 2005), y que tiene como objetivo primordial el estudio de la implantación de las primeras comunidades agrícolas en el sector suroriental de la Meseta Norte. En este contexto se han desarrollado diversas excavaciones y prospecciones, que han documentado multitud de yacimientos prehistóricos de gran interés, entre los cuales se encuentran los que aquí analizaremos más detalladamente: La Lámpara y La Revilla del Campo.

LOS YACIMIENTOS: LA LÁMPARA Y LA REVILLA, EN AMBRONA

La Lámpara

El yacimiento se sitúa en el sector inferior de la ladera norte de Sierra Ministra, en el extremo suroccidental de la localidad de Ambrona, en la margen derecha del río...
Fig. 5.1. Localización de los yacimientos de La Revilla del Campo y La Lámpara en Ambrona (Soria). Planta de las estructuras excavadas en La Lámpara. Planta de las estructuras excavadas en La Revilla del Campo.
Masegar/Arroyo de La Meniurosa, a unos 650 m del cauce, ocupando una superficie muy amplia (unas 13 Has.), que va desde las plataformas inferiores de la ladera hasta las tierras de labor que se extienden por la zona llana, a ambos lados de la Cañada Real Soriana Oriental (Fig. 5.1).

Se compone de los típicos hoyos, característicos de buena parte de los asentamientos prehistóricos de La Meseta. Los 18 que fueron excavados proporcionaron materiales arqueológicos de gran interés, como cerámicas lisas y decoradas, e industria lítica tallada en sílex y pulimentada, así como restos paleobotánicos, fundamentalmente de cereales, y faunísticos, sobre todo domésticos (ovicápridos entre ellos). Todos ellos permiten identificar el sitio como un importante lugar de hábitat neolítico con una agricultura y ganadería perfectamente establecidas. A ello hay que añadir la localización de un enterramiento individual en fosa (hoyo 1), de una mujer de avanzada edad, que estaba acompañada de un rico ajuar funerario, con cerámicas decoradas incisas e impresas, y que ha sido datada por C14 a finales del VI milenio cal AC (Rojo y Kunst 1996; 1999a; 1999c; 1999d; Kunst y Rojo 2000).

Se han datado 24 muestras de este yacimiento pertenecientes a siete hoyos distintos, 17 de ellas sobre muestras de carbón, seis de hueso y una de cereales. Sólo hemos de excluir del análisis tres dataciones que consideramos claramente ajenas al contexto neolítico estudiado:
KIA16582. 9085±50 BP. 2 Sigma cal AC 8449-8214, y KIA16573. 7108±34 BP. 2 Sigma cal AC 6053-5890 procedentes de los hoyos 7 y 16 respectivamente, que no proporcionaron material arqueológico alguno.
KIA16572. 8376±36 BP. 2 Sigma cal AC 7540-7328, del hoyo 11, donde se recuperaron pocos materiales arqueológicos, y otra fecha realizada sobre muestra de hueso, perfectamente acorde con el margen cronológico mejor representada en la amplia serie de dataciones disponible para este yacimiento (KIA 21348. 6125±33. 2 Sigma cal AC 5209 – 4861).

Teniendo en cuenta todas las fechas obtenidas en las distintas estructuras excavadas de La Lámpara, a excepción de las mencionadas, se puede deducir que este asentamiento estuvo ocupado por grupos humanos neolíticos, con una agricultura y ganadería perfectamente asentadas, de forma estacional pero continua, a lo largo de la primera mitad del VI milenio cal AC. Entre el 6000-5700 cal AC se construyó y colmató el hoyo 18, y carbones y materiales de esta etapa acabaron rellenando en etapas posteriores (5500-5400 cal AC) el hoyo 9. Entre 5700-5600 no hay testimonio de que se realizara ninguna estructura, pero materiales y carbones de este momento acabaron en el relleno de los hoyos 13 y 9. Finalmente entre 5500-5400 cal AC se construyeron y amortizaron como basureros los hoyos 13 y 9, con materiales propios y también de épocas anteriores. El hoyo 9, aunque realizado y rellenado a mediados del VI milenio cal AC; incorpora materiales y carbones en la tierra con que se colmata, que representan todos los momentos previos de ocupación del sitio.

Finalmente, no podemos olvidar las fechas hasta ahora disponibles, y ya publicadas (Rojo y Kunst 1999a; 1999c; 1999d; Kunst y Rojo 2000) del enterramiento en fosa de la estructura C de La Lámpara, que situaron esta inhumación y su rico ajuar a finales del VI milenio cal AC. Esto indicaría que, al igual que en el caso de La Revilla, que examinaremos a continuación, la ocupación neolítica del lugar transcurre a lo largo de todo este milenio.

No obstante, hemos de destacar el hecho de que, como ocurre en el resto del Neolítico peninsular (Zilhão, 2001), las seis muestras de vida corta analizadas proporcionan fechas sensiblemente más modernas. Éstas situarán el arranque de la ocupación en torno al 5800-5700 cal AC, y la construcción del hoyo 18 en torno al 5400-5300 cal AC, del hoyo 9 entre el 5300-5200 cal AC, y del 11 en torno al 5200-4900 cal AC. Sin embargo, y lo que es más interesante, las dataciones de La Lámpara siguen siendo muy antiguas dentro del panorama de las muestras de vida corta actualmente disponibles en el Neolítico peninsular, en paralelo con los contextos cardiales más antiguos (5600-5000 cal AC).

Incluso, la fecha KIA 21350 de 6871±33 BP (5808-5706 2 sigma cal AC) es hoy por hoy la más antigua obtenida sobre este tipo de muestras en toda la Península Ibérica, a excepción de las polémicas dataciones de Mendanda (6230-5890 cal AC), donde, a diferencia de nuestro caso, existen niveles mesolíticos bajos los neolíticos y la fauna no es doméstica (Alday 2005).

**La Revilla del Campo**

El yacimiento de se localiza en la ladera occidental de una de las plataformas inferiores del páramo, que desciende muy tendida, con escasa pendiente (Fig. 5.1), y se extiende por una amplia superficie de unas 18 Has. Se trata, como en el caso de La Lámpara antes comentado, de los típicos hoyos, característicos de los asentamientos prehistóricos de buena parte de La Meseta, y cuya funcionalidad pudo ser diversa (silos, basureros, etc.). La mayor parte de los diez excavados proporcionaron una importante cantidad de materiales arqueológicos de gran interés, como cerámicas lisas y decoradas, e industria lítica pulimentada y tallada en sílex, así como restos faunísticos, que permiten identificarlo, sin ninguna duda, como un importante lugar de hábitat neolítico. Junto a estas estructuras se pudieron documentar otras como dos interesantes y enigmáticos recintos ovales (¿encerraderos para el ganado?, ¿recintos rituales?), realizados a base de una doble zanja donde se encasaban postes de madera, que no se excavaron en su totalidad.

Se han podido datar por C14 34 muestras de este yacimiento, diez sobre muestras de fauna (tres pertenecientes a ovicápridos), seis de cereales y 18 de carbón, una de las...
cual es y fue publicada con anterioridad (KIA-4782: 4750±80 BP, 3701-3352 cal AC, 2 Sigma), que es, además y con diferencia, la datación más moderna (Fig. 5.2).

Teniendo en cuenta en primer lugar las muestras de carbón, tenemos en los hoyos excavados de La Revilla dataciones de C14 que sitúan la ocupación de este yacimiento a lo largo de todo el VI milenio cal AC, con algún testimonio aislado de su probable continuidad a mediados del V (estructura 8), e incluso hasta mediados del IV (estructura 1). Los testimonios de la ocupación más antigua (6000-5700 cal AC) se dan en las estructuras 4 (dos fechas) y 8 (una fecha), bien es cierto que junto a otras fechas más modernas, que sugieren que estos hoyos se excavaron y amortizaron como basureros posteriormente, incorporando tierra que llevaba en su interior materiales y carbones de la etapa más antigua de utilización del lugar, a comienzos del VI milenio cal AC.

Entre el 5700-5400 cal AC tendríamos fechas en las estructuras 2 (una datación), 4 (dos), 14 (dos), especialmente en este último caso, donde las dos fechas obtenidas sobre muestras de carbón coinciden en situar la construcción y relleno de esta estructura en este periodo cronológico, ya que en los demás tenemos también muestras que ofrecen fechas más antiguas y más modernas. Sin embargo, en este caso las dos fechas obtenidas sobre hueso rebajan esta cronología hasta el último tercio del VI milenio cal AC.

Para el periodo entre 5400-5000 cal AC tenemos fechas en las estructuras 2 (tres dataciones), 4 (cuatro), 8 (una), 14 (dos), 5 (una). En este último caso, dado que se trata de la única fecha disponible podríamos considerar que dataaría en este momento, y más concretamente entre 5479-5322 cal AC, la construcción y relleno del hoyo, pero como han demostrado otros hoyos de este yacimiento y del vecino de La Lámpara, antes descrito, disponer de una sola fecha es un procedimiento muy poco fiable para datar una estructura de este tipo. En el caso de las estructuras 2, 4 y 14 es posible que las fechas que se incluyen en este margen cronológico (5470-5301 y 5482-5324 cal AC en el primero, 5475-5316, 5465-5153 cal AC en el segundo, y 5317-5208 y 5388-5296 cal AC, sobre muestra de hueso en el tercero), den su construcción y relleno, ya que las restantes (5733-5563 cal AC en el primer caso y 6158-5924, 5984-5730, 5733-5559 y 5614-5474 cal AC en el segundo) podrían corresponder a tierra de los alrededores, perteneciente a otras etapas más antiguas de ocupación del yacimiento. La estructura 8 tiene otras dos fechas, una más antigua y otra mucho más moderna (4712-4262 cal AC), que dataaría la construcción y relleno de la estructura, nuevamente incorporando hierba con materiales y carbones pertenecientes a etapas de ocupación muy anteriores.

También aquí, como en La Lámpara, se comprueba el notable rejuvenecimiento que experimenta la cronología del sitio cuando se datan muestras de vida corta. Así, las 16 fechas realizadas sobre muestras de fauna (diez) y cereales (seis) sitúan la cronología del yacimiento a lo largo de la segunda mitad del VI milenio cal AC, con una clara concentración de casos en el último tercio del mismo (5300-5000 cal AC). No obstante, las fechas más antiguas se localizan en las estructuras 4, donde también se ubicaban las más elevadas de carbón, con una fecha de fauna doméstica (ovicáprido) (KIA 21356: 5466-5261), 9, con una de cereal (UtC_13347: 5470-5080) y 14, con otra de fauna no identificada (KIA 21358: 5469-5262 cal AC), donde asimismo se documentaban dos fechas sobre carbón de notable antigüedad (5700-5500 cal AC).

PARADOJAS Y PROBLEMAS METODOLÓGICOS DE LA APLICACIÓN DEL MÉTODO DE C14: LA ESTRUCTURA 4 DE LA REVILLA Y EL HOYO 9 DE LA LÁMPARA COMO EJEMPLOS

La disponibilidad de amplias series de dataciones radiométricas en algunas de las estructuras excavadas en estos yacimientos nos ha permitido verificar la existencia de algunos problemas que inciden seriamente en el proceso de datación de las mismas. La notable diferencia existente entre las fechas obtenidas sobre muestras de carbón y las que proceden de otras de vida corta, con ser asimismo desconcertantes y graves, dado que aún suponen la inmensa mayoría de los repertorios de fechas disponibles, es un hecho bien conocido y contrastado (Zilhão 2001). Sin embargo, la amplísima diferencia cronológica existente entre las propias muestras de carbón (un milenio en ocasiones), y no digamos ya de las de vida corta, procedentes de una misma estructura tan elemental como un simple hoyo, que no debió ser utilizado durante mucho tiempo, suponen un reto irresoluble en el estado actual de nuestros conocimientos y arrojan muchas dudas sobre todo el sistema cronológico que se ha construido en torno a los orígenes del Neolítico en la Península Ibérica. Dos ejemplos de nuestros yacimientos sorianos ilustran perfectamente esta cuestión:

La estructura 4 de La Revilla (Figura 5.2A)

Se trata de un hoyo de 180 cm. de diámetro y 86 cm. de profundidad. Los materiales recuperados en esta estructura no son muy abundantes (48 piezas): 24 fragmentos cerámicos y tres elementos líticos, 17 de fauna y restos de carbón. Entre las decoraciones cerámicas destaca la incisión aplicada en líneas horizontales y oblicuas, y las acanaladuras verticales bajo cordón indicado. Se obtuvieron doce fechas de C14, ocho sobre muestras de carbón: KIA13941. 7165±37 BP. 2 Sigma cal AC 6158 – 5924 KIA13935. 6983±45 BP. 2 Sigma cal AC 5984 – 5730 KIA13939. 6755±57 BP. 2 Sigma cal AC 5733 – 5559 KIA13940. 6568±37 BP. 2 Sigma cal AC 5614 – 5474 KIA13938. 6449±42 BP. 2 Sigma cal AC 5480 – 5320 KIA13942. 6415±36 BP. 2 sigma cal AC 5475 – 5316 KIA13937. 6405±36 BP. 2 Sigma cal AC 5474 – 5304 KIA13936. 6335±46 BP. 2 Sigma cal AC 5465 – 5153
Fig. 5.2. Situación de las muestras datadas por C14 en la estructura 4 de La Revilla del Campo (Ambrona) (A); y en el hoyo 9 de La Lámpara (Ambrona) (B)

Otras tres fechas sobre muestras de hueso:
KIA21351. 6289±31 BP. Fragmento de diáfisis de radio de mesomamífero. 2 Sigma cal AC 5338-5145.
KIA21356. 6355±30 BP. Fragmento de diáfisis de tibia de ovicáprido. 2 Sigma cal AC 5466-5261.
KIA21359. 6245±34. Mandíbula de Sus sp. 2 Sigma cal AC 5302-5074

Se pudieron recuperar 17 fragmentos de fauna, cuatro de ellos pertenecientes a ovicápridos domésticos, y una pelvis de conejo, no pudiéndose identificar los restantes casos con precisión (mesomamíferos y un macromamífero).

En la criba por flotación del sedimento se pudieron identificar restos de cereales domésticos (Triticum
Las ocho dataciones sobre muestras de carbón recorren todo el VI milenio cal AC, pero a tramos regulares y de forma perfectamente escalonada, representando así todas las etapas de ocupación del yacimiento. No es razonable atribuir 1000 años de duración a una estructura de este tipo, que se colmataría en unos pocos meses o años, sino que refleja probablemente las actividades desarrolladas en la etapa en que se construyó, 5465-5153 cal AC, según la fecha más moderna disponible, o quizá incluso más tarde si pensamos que también esta muestra fue incorporada en la tierra con que se rellenó el hoyo, que, procedente de los alrededores, representaría en este caso, todas las etapas de ocupación neolítica del sitio a lo largo de todo el VI milenio cal AC.

Si tenemos en cuenta las cuatro muestras de vida corta la cronología se rebajaría hasta el periodo (5466-4850 cal AC), lo cual resulta un hecho bien conocido (Zilhão 2001), pero, nuevamente, el amplio margen de seis siglos que estas muestras también ofrecen resulta sorprendente y desconcertante, si tenemos en cuenta que nos encontramos ante muestras de vida corta recuperadas en la excavación de un simple hoyo.

**Hoyo 9 de La Lámpara** (Figura 5.2B)

Hoyo aproximadamente circular, de 140 cm de diámetro y 120 cm de profundidad, del que se dataron hasta nueve muestras:

Siete de carbón:
- **KIA16576. 7136±33 BP. Madera de pino. 2 Sigma cal AC 6076-5915**
- **KIA16568. 7000±32 BP. Madera sin determinar. 2 Sigma cal AC 5983-5786**
- **KIA16580. 6989±48 BP. Madera de pino. 2 Sigma cal AC 5983-5741**
- **KIA16578. 6975±32 BP. Madera sin determinar. 2 Sigma cal AC 5973-5745**
- **KIA16569. 6920±50 BP. Madera de pino. 2 Sigma cal AC 5969-5710**
- **KIA16575. 6744±33 BP. Madera de pino. 2 Sigma cal AC 5719-5564**
- **KIA16579. 6610±32 BP. Madera de pino. 2 Sigma cal AC 5618-5482**

Dos muestras de hueso:
- **KIA 21350. 6871±33 BP. Fragmento apendicular de macroungulado quemado. 2 Sigma cal AC 5837 – 5665**
- **KIA 21352. 6280±33 BP. Fragmento craneal de mesoun-gulado con erosiones radiculares. 2 Sigma cal AC 5320 – 5082.**

Con 40 piezas, el material arqueológico recuperado en este hoyo no es muy abundante, y consiste básicamente en fragmentos de cerámica, con sólo cuatro piezas de industria lítica y escasos restos óseos de fauna. El material cerámico está compuesto en su mayoría por galbos de los que no se puede extraer ningún tipo de información tipológica, pero también contamos con un asa y varios bordes pertenecientes a grandes vasos de paredes rectas y ligeramente entrantes. Sólo seis fragmentos están decorados mediante acanaladuras y los apliques plásticos (cordones en relieve y un pequeño mamelón).

Sólo se recuperaron cuatro elementos de industria lítica, todos ellos en silex, entre los que sólo destacaremos la presencia de una lámina simple y un denticulado.

Únicamente se recuperaron dos fragmentos de fauna, que corresponden a sendos mesoungulados sin identificar. En la criba por flotación del sedimento se pudieron identificar restos de cereales domésticos (*Cerealia indet.*).

Las siete fechas sobre muestras de carbón obtenidas se comprenden en un amplio margen de casi 600 años (6076-5482 cal AC), pero, y lo que resulta más desconcertante, las dataciones de muestras de vida corta ofrecen un margen aún mayor, de más de siete siglos (5837-5082 cal AC).

Estos dos ejemplos ilustran de forma evidente que las muestras que contienen los hoyos en los lugares de hábitat prehistóricos pertenecen a periodos cronológicos muy amplios, en absoluto coincidentes con la vida de estas sencillas estructuras. Si descartamos la existencia de problemas internos en el propio método de datación, o circunstancias y alteraciones postdeposicionales que podrían explicar estas anomalías en una estructura pero no en varias pertenecientes a dos yacimientos diferentes, hemos de recurrir a otra explicación.

En nuestra opinión lo más lógico sería suponer que en el proceso de relleno de estos hoyos se incorporasen materiales de cronologías anteriores presumiblemente existentes en las cercanías, y fruto quízás de etapas de ocupación previas del lugar, que son únicamente neolíticas en nuestro caso. En cualquier caso, la paradoja cronológica que estas amplias series de fechas plantean, ponen en cuestión, en primer lugar, el procedimiento que habitualmente se sigue en la datación de este tipo de estructuras, fechando una única muestra por hoyo, o incluso por yacimiento en la mayoría de los casos. Pero, además, demuestran la clara necesidad de datar únicamente muestras de vida corta, cuando ello sea posible, pues el efecto de envejecimiento que introduce el carbón es tan claro y considerable que distorsiona por completo las secuencias cronológicas construidas a partir de la datación de este tipo de muestras.

Sin embargo, y a pesar de que hemos ofrecido nuestra explicación de estas discordancias cronológicas detectadas en las series de fechas obtenidas en estos dos asentamientos sorianos, no dejamos de hacer constar nuestra perplejidad ante tales evidencias que cuestionan...
seriamente los cimientos fundamentales sobre los que se ha construido la secuencia cronológica de nuestra Prehistoria reciente.

LA NEOLITIZACIÓN DEL VALLE DE AMBRONA EN EL MARCO PENINSULAR

La espectacular serie de fechas radiométricas que aquí ofrecemos no sólo introducen numerosos interrogantes difíciles de resolver en lo relativo a la metodología de datación de los yacimientos, sino también respecto a la antigüedad de la introducción del modo de vida neolítico en la Meseta, y por extensión en la Península Ibérica, cimentadas en las bien conocidas secuencias establecidas en el ámbito costero portugués y levantino (Zilhão, 1993, 2001; Bernabeu, 1996, 2002). Estas fechas y otras aún más sorprendentes y polémicas, como las conocidas de Mendandia (Alday, 2005), cuestionan el límite del 5600 cal AC para la llegada del Neolítico a la Península según las muestras de vida corta (Bernabeu y otros, 1999; Bernabeu, 2002; Zilhão 2001).

Así, contamos con fauna doméstica (ovicáprido) en la estructura 4 de La Revilla que ha ofrecido una fecha de 5466-5261 cal AC, muy en consonancia con muchas de las existentes en contextos cardiales de la periferia mediterránea y atlántica peninsulares sobre muestras de vida corta. Así pues, no sólo la colonización de las tierras del interior peninsular se habría producido de forma casi instantánea, apenas unas pocas décadas tras su eventual llegada a los ámbitos costeros peninsulares, sino que todo el proceso podría ser incluso más antiguo y complejo de lo que pensamos en la actualidad.

Este último hecho vendría necesariamente sugerido por las evidencias proporcionadas por la muestra de hueso del hoyo 9 de La Lámpara (KIA 21350, 6871a+33 BP, 5837–5665 cal AC), que constituye, hasta el momento, la fecha más antigua realizada sobre fauna de todo el Neolítico peninsular, a excepción de las polémicas de Mendandia (Alday, 2005). Éstas últimas pertenecen a una ocupación neolítica sin fauna doméstica, que se encuentra situada estratigráficamente sobre otras ocupaciones mesolíticas, por lo que, a pesar de que su excavador insiste en la fiabilidad total de ambas muestras, siempre puede quedar la duda de que los huesos datados procedan de los niveles mesolíticos. Sin embargo en el caso de La Lámpara tal duda resulta improcedente, ya que no se han encontrado testimonios de ocupación mesolítica en todo el Valle de Ambroña, a pesar de la multitud de prospecciones y excavaciones desarrolladas en los últimos diez años con tal objetivo.

Así pues, contamos con un horizonte neolítico sorprendentemente temprano en Ambroña, representado por la fracción más antigua de las fechas de carbón, pero sobre todo por la muestra de hueso del hoyo 9 de La Lámpara (5837–5665 cal AC), donde además carecemos por completo de cerámicas cardiales. Estas evidencias y otras dispersas en distintas regiones peninsulares sistemáticamente rastreadas por Alday (2003; 2005: 635-654) podrían ilustrar procesos de neolitización asimismo antiguos, al margen de lo cardial, y quizás conectados con fenómenos semejantes documentados al otro lado de los Pirineos.
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Abstract: This article presents the main goals of a research project design to study the neolithisation process in lower Tagus valley left bank (NAM project – developed, since 2006, by the Research Department of CRIVARQUE, Lda). This area, occupied by late Mesolithic hunter-gatherers at least until 6300 BP, was traditionally seen as a “no-man’s land” during Neolithic period. Ago-pastoralist communities were settled in nearby Estremadura limestone caves and rock-shelters since 6400 BP and in granite plains of central Alentejo at least since 6000 BP.

New data brought out by recent works in the area – surveying projects and rescue excavations – have revealed, based upon typological criteria since no absolute date is available for the moment, an Early and Middle Neolithic settlement (Casas Velhas da Coelheira, Vala Real, Monte da Foz I, Moita do Ourives).

Using these, still preliminary, data we will discuss some main cultural and chronological issues linking last hunter-gathered societies and first agropastoralist groups in southern Portugal and connections between littoral and in-land Neolithic communities.

Key-words: Neolithisation process; Lower Tagus valley; Early and Middle Neolithic habitats

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

The NAM project area is located in Lower Tagus Valley (LVT), matching with Salvaterra de Magos and Benavente districts. Both districts stand in Tagus valley left bank, where Quaternary fluvial deposits dominate marking a strong dissymmetry with lower Tagus right bank were Miocene rocks outcrop (Cabral, 2006, p. 53).

Muge River, on the North, St. Estevão River, on the South, Tagus River on the West, and Hercynian Massif, on the East, limited the research area.

In this area, we can recognize three main geomorphological units: Tagus alluvial plain – ranging from two to 13 km width, Quaternary terraces – ranging from Q1 to Q4, and Mio-Pliocene deposits of Tagus Tertiary basin, with fluvial erosion and deposition, eustatic movements and tectonic activity being the main geomorphic processes.

The landscape is characterized by a vast plain with elevations ranging from sea level, in the alluvial plain, to 80 m in Q1 and in Mio-Pliocene deposits.

Since the first half of the Holocene, Mediterranean climatic conditions are established in the area with salt marsh vegetation near water courses and Quercus ilex, Juniper, Arbutus, Vitis vinifera and Olea europea (Azevêdo et al., 2006, p. 69) more in-land.

The entire region was in the first half of the Holocene very different from nowadays. This is a picture hard to capture since Tagus flood regime (recorded at least since 8540-8110 BC (Benito, 2006, p. 35), lateral migration of
the fluvial channels and of the river bars (Ramos et al., 2001, p. 163; Ramos et al., 2006) are responsible for a changing landscape.

River regime stabilized only in recent times, when in the eighteen century, it was artificial changed, between Valada e Vila Franca de Xira, from several channels to a single one (Azevêdo et al., 2006, p. 65).

Probably the Lower Tagus Valley (LTV) left bank looked like – during maximum transgression in the Middle Holocene (around 6900 cal BP (Freitas et al., 2006) – a salty marsh with some river bars and steeped quaternary terraces suitable for human occupation. In fact, until now, all data about Neolithic settlers came from quaternary terraces where gravel and cobbles river deposits were systemically used as raw material source.

That means that the rich alluvial plain of LTV is a recent (historical?) aspect of the landscape, as the soils great agricultural capability. In Middle Holocene, the region was under estuarine regime with salty waters in Lower Tagus and in final courses of its tributaries.

Therefore, the remarkable and historical fertility of Tagus alluvial plain is a recent feature of the landscape, since salty lands are unsuitable for agricultural practices. On the contrary, hunting, gathering and fishing were, due to estuarine conditions of Middle Holocene, valuable activities.

In fact, Neolithic settlement and economic patterns would have been deeply constrain by these landscape dynamics with changing conditions from an estuary to an alluvial plain, from a salt to sweet water river, with variably submerged and emerged lands.

These landscape features probably did not attract Neolithic permanent settlement but we know – from recent rescue work and field survey – that LTV left bank is not a “no-mans land” during Middle Holocene like it seems until now. In spite of being irregular, very high fluvial (Ramos et al., 2001) and eolic sedimentation rate cover up paleotopography making field survey a hard task. Archaeological horizons under thick layers of fluvial and eolic sands may never, or only by chance, be found – e.g. from Entre Valas core came from 10.7 m depth organic material dated from 6960 cal PB (Azevedo et al., 2006b, p. 65). This fact could explain why so few data are known from this area – a natural corridor between Estremadura limestone massifs and central Alentejo granitic plains.

Today there are not yet models to explain neolithisation in the area (how, when, and why first agro-pastoralist communities arrived, how they settled, how they use the landscape) but new data from archaeological and
Fig. 6.2. Megalithic monuments in Portugal: no information on LTV (based on KALB, P., 1989)

geomorphological research projects will fill the gap showing that archaeological maps with no Neolithic dots in LTV left bank were a archaeographic, not a historical issue.

OLD PERSPECTIVES

Traditionally, the lower Tagus valley is considered “no-man’s land” during the neolithization process.

In fact, in final Mesolithic hunter-gatherers occupied intensively this area (between 7500 and 6300 BP). These occupations had no correspondence in later periods. The available data of the neolithisation process in LTV can be summarized on punctual information of ORZ1 (Gonçalves e Daveau, 1983-84) and the few shreds of impressed pottery on the upper levels of Muge shell-middens (Arnaud, 1987).

Looking at archaeological cartography we can observe that Estremadura and central Alentejo have a distinct volume of information.

At Estremadura, on the limestone massifs, the presence of neolithic groups is known since 6400 BP. Cardial Neolithic caves sites (Gruta do Almonda and Gruta do Caldeirão) revealed an important part of information (Zilhão, 2000). However, the archaeological site Pena d’Água (rock-shelter) presents a large chrono-stratigraphic sequence, where are represented different moments of the neolithisation process. Radiocarbon chronology shows a Cardial Neolithic since 6400 BP, an epi-Cardial Neolithic since 5200 BP and a middle Neolithic since 5000 BP (Carvalho, 1998a).

In Central Alentejo archaeological investigation knew an increase since the 90’s of the XX century (Calado, 2001), but just only a few early Neolithic sites have been excavated. Making a comparison with the middle Neolithic, there’s a scarce of information. Early Neolithic groups are presented in this region since 6000 BP, as demonstrated by an AMS radiocarbon date on bone, collected in a domestic structure of the open air site Valada do Mato (Diniz, 2001). Middle Neolithic groups are traditionally connected with megalithic monuments, in accordance with Leisner interpretation for Poço da Gateira (Leisner e Leisner, 1951). The monument architecture and the artefactual assemblage (trapezes, non-decorated pottery, and polish instruments) dated this site, based on typological criteria. No radiocarbon chronology is available.
NEW DATA

The main aim of this chapter is to present four new Neolithic open air sites (Casas Velhas do Coelheiro; Vala Real; Monte da Foz I; Moita do Ourives) revealed by recent works in the area. The archaeological remains from these sites allow us to start thinking about last hunter-gathered societies and first agropastoralist groups in Lower Tagus Valley left bank. These, still preliminary, data are not the result of any systematic research project since it was recovered during surveying projects and rescue excavations.

Casas Velhas do Coelheiro (Salvaterra de Magos)

Casas Velhas do Coelheiro is an open-air site situated in the district of Salvaterra de Magos, placed in quaternary terrace overlying Coelheiro’s stream. In fact, the only landscape domain from this archaeological site is Coelheiro’s stream.

A local history student identified it. According to surface material observed along an area of 3000 m² he defined it as a Neolithic settlement. The only archaeological work carried out at this site was field survey. The material culture coming from the surface reveals a high number of different kinds of artefacts.

The ceramic is highly represented by a fragmental assemblage of decorated and undecorated sherds. Decorated pottery show different types of impressed, incised and plastic motifs. There is an undecorated pottery sherd with only a horizontal incised line below the rim. Typological
analysis of the sherds showed that they belonged to spherical vessels with a circular mouth.

The lithics, which used local raw materials, are represented by flint laminar products (bladelets and borers) and by a quartzite production system (macroindustry of flakes and retouched flakes). It is interesting to note, the total absence of polished stone items in surface material.

These data suggest, according to typological criteria, that Casas Velhas do Coelheiro is, probably, a settlement of the late Early Neolithic. The decorated pottery sherds and the laminar products present parallels with artefacts recovered from other well-known settlements in southern Portugal and Estremadura. However, it is very important to remember that this site and the data it provides were not a result of an excavation but of a surveying project.

At this time, it is impossible to define the subsistence strategy of groups who lived in Casas Velhas do Coelheiro, but its location, near the Coelheiro’s stream, and the absence of artefacts connected to agriculture will take us to suggest that the neighbouring resources (aquatic resources) were still very important to those groups.

Vala Real (Salvaterra de Magos)

Located in the district of Salvaterra de Magos, Vala Real is an open air site that was identified and partly excavated by a rescue work that took place during the construction of A13 (Highway Santarém-Algarve). The site is situated in a quaternary terrace over a large alluvial plain near Mago’s stream, its only landscape domain (Aldeias e Gaspar, 2004). Geologically, sandy deposits characterize Vala Real.

The excavations took place in the area affected by the highway, where archaeological material was not in situ. The contexts and the data resulted from this archaeological work are related to post-depositional disturbances and slop movements (Aldeias e Gaspar, 2004). However, the several sedimentary sequences observed by the authors yielded to the archaeological record vestiges of the Neolithic.

The material culture brought out by the excavation showed a very high lithic artefact density and a very low ceramic density. There were only three decorated sherds, one with horizontal incised lines, one with a plastic motif with impressions and another one (the only decorated rim) with a plastic motif. In forty-two sherds, only six had rim. A very fragmented assemblage defines the ceramic, but, according to the authors, it was possible to understand their typological form, simple ones and spherical vessels (Aldeias e Gaspar, 2004).

The lithic economy is represented by local raw material exploitation according to products function. Laminar products, rare in the archaeological record, are flint made and bladelets and a prismatic borer represent them. The only prove of microlithic industry is represented by a flint crescent. On the other hand, quartzite industry is well represented. Quartzite (and quartz, in a very low density) is associated to flake production, and according to the authors, the site function, placed near by a quartzite source, is related to the raw material available (Aldeias e Gaspar, 2004).

In lithic industry, is also interesting to note the presence of a flint arrowhead. This artefact type is known only in the Neolithic settlements of Portuguese southwest cost.

Despite the innumerable limitations inherent in the study of an archaeological find of this type, according to the authors, Vala Real is an Early Neolithic settlement and this chronological conclusion is compatible with archaeological evidence. Once again, the typological criteria was used for chronological and cultural definition, fact related with the absence of eco-facts and the unequivocal parallels in the lithics with Neolithic contexts in the Limestone Massifs of Estremadura (Aldeias e Gaspar, 2004).

According to the authors, the numerous presences of burnt cobbles in archaeological record could suggest the existence of hearths in the settlement. These hearts were dismantled during the erosion of soil covers and land in this area by slop movement (Aldeias e Gaspar, 2004).

Now, the material culture removed from the excavation in Vala Real is the best data available. For the future, it could be possible to make some soundings in the original place of the site, and then we will try to study some issues and questions that are still opened and unsolved.

Monte da Foz I (Benavente)

The site Monte da Foz I is located in Benavente’s district. It is an open-air site identified during a surface work and it was partly excavated by a rescue excavation (directed by two of the signatories) that took place during the construction of A10 (Highway Arruda dos Vinhos – Benavente). The site is situated in large plain of a quaternary terrace, near Sorraia River. Geologically, Monte da Foz I is characterized by sandy deposits. The surface material can be observed in a large area of 2 ha (Neves e Rodrigues, 2006).

Excavation took place in different areas affected by the highway. Twenty-two soundings of 2 x 2 m² were made and the results were very similar, except in four squares (20 m²). The deposits were excavated by natural stratigraphic units and systematically dry sieved. The layers were highly disturbed by roots and large burrowing animals. The area where Monte da Foz I is placed suffered, in the last century a high level of farming work using heavy machines. The degree of destruction suffered in large areas is visible.

In all the soundings vestiges of Neolithic occupation were recovered. During material culture analysis, it was
possible to identify two different moments in Neolithic period: late Early Neolithic and Late Neolithic/Calcolithic.

In some soundings it was very difficult to understand where it ends one human occupation and starts the other. The sandy deposits, linked to post-depositional disturbances and burrowing could put two occupations in direct stratigraphic contact, making a palimpsest of two different occupations. Only in laboratory, by typological and technological analysis of the material culture it is possible to define a correct and secure chronology, for the stratigraphic sequences. Studying Monte da Foz I data means dealing with several issues related with settlement geographic definition and horizontal stratification (Neves e Rodrigues, 2006).

The four squares above mentioned (20 m²), were the only ones where were found a secure and preserved archaeological context. That context showed a high artefact density probably related to late Early Neolithic. The archaeological record is very rich and brought out artefacts of all types and technology. The ceramic is defined by a very large assemblage of undecorated sherds and undecorated sherds with only a horizontal incised line below the rim. The decorated pottery recovered are in lower number when compared with the undecorated or the ones with a horizontal line below the rim. They were decorated with different types of impressed, incised and plastic motifs. In the decorated pottery, the incised sherds are in higher number. The pottery decoration had similarities in other contexts of Early Neolithic in southern Portugal. There is also one sherd of cardial pottery, but its meaning is minor in the archaeological record when compared with the rest of the ceramics. Typological analysis showed that they belonged to spherical vessels with a circular mouth.

In addition to pottery, there are some amphibolites polished stone items (2 fragments of hand axes and two adzes). They are in lower number in the archaeological record but its importance is unquestionable.

As well as the ceramic, the lithics appeared in large number in this context. Flint and quartz laminary products brought out an interesting number of blades, prismatic borers and bladelets. Microliths and geometric armatures are well represented by segments, crescents and trapezes. However, quartzite production system (macroindustry of flakes and borers) is the most represented.

Associated with material culture was a habitat structure. It seems to be a “cuvette” of hardened, darkish sands containing burnt cobbles. This type of structure has parallels in other contexts of Neolithic settlements of Portuguese southwest coast. The scientists who worked in those areas named these structures as hearths. With the purpose of getting any evidence of organic material and eco-fact, sediment sample was saved.

These data suggest a settlement of late Early Neolithic in Monte da Foz I. Even no absolute chronology has been obtained for that context is possible to define it according to typological criteria. On the other hand, it is important to note, that Monte da Foz I had other human occupations which are not well defined, Late Neolithic/Calcolithic. The results that come from these archaeological works have to be carefully study. Some artefacts chronology and cultural definition are not very sharp, especially between two distinct moments in the Portuguese Neolithic (Neves e Rodrigues, 2006).

Site future works will focus in the typological and technology analysis of the artefacts. Future fieldwork will wait for the results of the laboratory.

Moita do Ourives (Companhia das Lezírias, Benavente)

The archaeological site Moita do Ourives was identified during the construction of the A13 (Highway Santarém-Algarve). The area affected for the construction of the road was integrally excavated (directed by one of the signatories), in a total of about 150 m². The site is located in the geographic area of Benavente’s district and is located inside the area of the Companhia das Lezírias S.A. It is an open-air site near to the St. Estevão’s stream, not having any domain of the landscape or defensive concern. Geologically, sandy deposits characterize Moita do Ourives. The excavation took place in a large open area allowing the identification of preserved archaeological contexts, in a stratigraphic sequence of 50 cm. Deposits were excavated by natural stratigraphic units and systematically dry sieved (Rodrigues, 2007).

Recent farming works or post-depositional disturbances did not affect the archaeological record. On the other hand, roots or animal burrows originate the only disturbances, which made some vertical dispersion of the archaeological artefacts.

The main archaeological context brought out by this work was the three hearths recovered in distinct areas of the settlement. An assemblage of cracked burnt cobbles makes these structures. However, there were not, associated with the hearths, eco-facts, fauna remains or any other evidence of organic material. Therefore, a sample of sediment was saved from each habitat structure.

The material culture in the archaeological record is in a significant number. The ceramics are characterized for being undecorated, only existing two body sherds with incised motifs. The forms correspond, typologically, to goblets and simple sphericals. Polished stone items are represented with only one artefact, an amphibolite’s hand axe.

Lithics are in majority in the archaeological record. Bladelets and a single blade represented flint laminary products. The microindustry and geometric production is represented a by flint trapeze. However, quartzite lithic
Fig. 6.4. Rescue work at Moita do Ourives

Fig. 6.5. Geographic distribution of archaeological sites in LTV (new data)
production system (macroindustry of flakes and borers) is highly represented in archaeological record.

From the study of the material culture and looking to similar contexts in Central Alentejo (Megalithic monuments) and Estremadura (Limestone Massifs of Estremadura; Pena d’ Água), these data suggest that Moita do Ourives was a Middle Neolithic settlement. The artefact density and its homogeneity put the range of occupation for this site in a short period during the Middle Neolithic (Rodrigues, 2007).

The absence of eco-facts in the archaeological record does not help to characterize group subsistence strategies, which remain future research central goal.

OLD PERSPECTIVES AND NEW DATA

In sum, the data now available show us an important group of archaeological sites for understanding Neolithisation process in Lower Tagus Valley left bank. First, they allow us to talk about an effective Early and Middle Neolithic settlement in this area in opposition to the old and traditional view of the “no-man’s land” that took place after the abandonment of the Muge shell middens around 6300 BP.

From these data, we can say that Lower Tagus Valley left bank was occupied, attending to typological criteria, if not earlier, in the end of the 6th millennium BC/ first half of the 5th. Small Early Neolithic groups are settled in quaternary terraces, near water streams, exploring local available raw materials (cobbles, quartz and rare flint from gravel deposits), with decorated poterry and rare, or none, polished stone tools. Due to large containers and agricultural tools absence economic strategies, attending to local landscape features, must have remained largely of a broad spectrum type in temporary habitats.

By the Middle Neolithic, some changes occurred. Pottery became undecorated, some polished artefacts appear and flint from primary sources was used. Although so, data from Moita do Ourives (with no large pottery containers, perishable structures and only a single polished stone tool) do not fit with an agricultural group material record.

If some kind of environmental adjustment could have been made, during Early and Middle Neolithic, giving raise to settlements patterns deeply related to LTV landscape features is a unsolved question that only future field and laboratory work can answer.

On the other hand, these new archaeological data are associated with several problems/questions/issues:

− Settlements partially excavated and only in small and restricted areas
− Archaeological record showing sites with large and different chronological and cultural human occupations
− Sandy deposits bringing taphonomic problems which are linked eco-facts absence in archaeological record
− Sites chronological definitions have been made using only typological criteria.

These new data and the questions above mentioned are the stimulus of the multidisciplinary research project NAM, focus on 6th and 5th millennia cal B.C time span.

In future phases, we have the purpose of changing these issues into scientific realities. New research strategies will bring new data that will be used to discuss settlement patterns, economic strategies and cultural affiliation of these Early and Middle Neolithic groups, in a changing landscape.

Therefore, future research trends will focus on:

− geomorphological data – Lower Tagus Holocene evolution;
− field survey – spacial analysis and settlement patterns;
− excavation work – habitat structures/habitat function/
− artefacts and eco-facts – relative and absolute chronology/economic strategies/cultural affiliations;

that will allow us to study and “rebuild” the way of life of the last hunter-gathered societies and first agropastoralist groups.
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Summary: After two decades of continued field work developing survey and excavation projects, the Serpis valleys represent a privileged area for analysing the origen and evolution of the first agricultural societies in the Iberian peninsula. The information generated in all fields enlightens the discussion about the Neolithic; furthermore it allows a social characterization of the cardial groups different from the traditional one in the peninsula.
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Resumo: O vale do Serpis é hoje, depois de duas décadas de trabalhos de terreno, que incluíram prospecções e escavações, uma área privilegiada para analisar a origem e evolução das primeiras sociedades agrícolas na Península Ibérica. A informação gerada nas diferentes vertentes destes projectos permite esclarecer distintos aspectos acerca do Neolítico e caracterizar os grupos cardiais, num quadro social distinto do tradicionalmente admitido.
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THE SERPIS VALLEYS

These geographical area comprises an extensive territory of irregular topography: it corresponds to an inland hillside region crossed by a series of valleys of different flow and banking. This relief is located in the external side of the Betic Ranges, in an ENE-WSW axis that determines the orientation of the main fluvial artery: the Serpis river (or riu d’Alcoi). A set of small fluvial streams converge into its middle and upper basins (fig. 7.1), which usually take the name of the small valleys they cut (Penàguila, Barxell-Polop, Agres, Alcalà, Ceta, etc.).

The diversity of ecological niches within this region has favoured human presence in Late Prehistory. Thus, archaeological investigations, beginning at the end of 19th century, have highlighted an important number of human deposits dated within the Holocene (Bernabeu et al., in press).

As regards the Neolithic, the contributions of La Sarsa (San Valero, 1950) and, above all, l’Or (Martí Oliver, 1977; Martí Oliver et al., 1980), as well as other caves located in nearby fields such as Cendres (Bernabeu et al. 1999a), evidenced a paradox that explain some part of the discussion about peninsular Neolithic until now. Thus, if on one hand these sites clearly show the presence of a society with full use of domestic resources, on the other, this situation did not match the generalized absence of village spaces typical of definite Neolithic groups.

The development of a continued field-work on these area between the last two decades (1986-2006), both surveys and excavations, allows us to offer at present of an image very different from the empirical record corresponding to the first farmers (Bernabeu et al., in press).

Summing up, we currently possess a documental corpus (fig. 7.2) that is not only extensive but also extremely solid that derives in the possibility to offer a rather precise chronological frame to start posing hypotheses about the socio-economic dynamics generated by these societies.

THE MESOLITHIC GAP AND THE NEOLITHIC ORIGINS

Stratified assemblages coming from different excavations at Serpis Valles and the neighborhod areas have allowed one of us to propose an archaeological sequence on the basis of ceramic evolution criteria (Bernabeu, 1989).

The oldest phases – Neolithic IA – show an iconographic and formal repertoire related to the cultural tradition of the impressed-ware ceramics in the Mediterranean. Cardial decoration, supposes an important decorative technique; subsequent phases (NIB and NIC) are defined on the variability of decorative techniques. Usually, Neolithic IB, with incised and impressed pottery, is knewed as Epicardial.

Preceramic industries are knewed as Geometric Mesolithic. Stratigraphic assemblages in all the iberian peninsula show an archaeological sequence based on the shape of geometric tools: Phase A, with trapeziums; and Phase B, with triangles.

Available radiocarbon chronology, based on the dating of samples from singular events to avoid taphonomic problems and the “old wood effect”, offers a picture of population continuity between c. 6500 and 2200 cal. BC that is truncated in two occasions (fig. 7.3):
a. Between c. 6100-5600/5500 BC, corresponding to a later phase of the Geometric Mesolithic. This moment would indicate a real hiatus between the Mesolithic and Neolithic.

b. Between c. 4200-3900 BC, corresponding to the Neolithic IIA-IIB transition in the regional sequence. For the time being, we are not in a position to suppose that this hiatus corresponds to a real interruption in the habitation of the valley.

In the study area, diverse deposits have been excavated with levels belonging to the Mesolithic (Bernabeu et al., in press). In all the cases, the documented industries belong to the initial phase of the mesolithic (A stage). The dates available agree with the well-known ones for the Iberian Peninsula (c. 6500-6000 lime BC.). In spite of the efforts made, we do not have in the Serpis valleys any layer nor date that can be paralleled with the B stage.

We were, therefore in a situation of rupture in the mesolithic/neolithic transition, of way similar to which it happens in other parts of the Mediterranean (Biagi, 2003; Runnels, 2003). This constitutes a endorsement to the hypothesis of demic diffusion when saying that the new neolithic groups would tend to settle on regions with null or very little mesolithic presence.

Nevertheless, this an aspect of the problem. Since the groups of the Mesolithic before occupied this territory until centuries, our problem consists of trying to give explanation to the leading ones of this process. In our opinion two routes of interpretation cabrian logically possible, although with unequal empirical support.
Fig. 7.2. The effect of the continued fieldwork in the archaeological record, taking the dates of 1986 and 2006 as representatives of the current situation before and after the fieldwork. A) Total number of sites; B) Total excavated surface; C) Number of sites by periods; D) Excavated area by periods

a. The situation described reflects the reality and, consequently, the causes of the abandonment of this region must look for within the mesolithic groups. They are little where to look for.

b. Some imbalance in the information exists so that, either the end of the Mesolithic phase A is more recent, or the beginning of the Neolithic is but older, or both things simultaneously.

Certain indications, as the study of the coastline made as opposed to Cendres cave (Fumanal, 2001) seems to indicate that after a phase of stability c. 7500BP, took place an abrupt increase of the marine level in this zone. This date not this very moved away of the available ones for the set of the mesolithic sites and, consequently, could to be maintain the chronological compatibility between both

The impact of the neolitización might explain easier the rapid disappearance of the mesolithic groups. The assimilation and/or the migration to neighboring groups would be glimpsed as the mechanisms capable of explaining this process. Nevertheless, this hypothesis does not have empirical support. The available dates for the beginnings of the Neolithic in the Western Mediterranean difficulty can exceed 5700 cal BC; whereas we
do not know dates that locate the phase A of the Mesolithic beyond c. 6000 cal. BC.

The latter point sends us to the question of the initial chronology of the neolithic, where diverse aspects of taphonomic character impede its comprehension. The direct available dates (based on domestic species) for the Iberian Peninsula show a gradation and a speed of expansion compatible with the forecasts of the maritime pioneer model. Besides, the comparison between the series proceeding from the cardial and epicardial contexts, associated with domesticanon, show that the first ones are earlier (Bernabeu, 2006b).

In agreement with the maritime pioneer model, it was of waiting, simultaneously, for a low demographic initial level and the conformation of what it is named “foundational enclaves” whose impact on the mesolithic groups might have a revitalizing effect (the forunder effect), causing the expansion of the new system. The case of Serpis Valles allows us to present a first image of what could to be one of these enclaves.

**THE MAS D’IS AND THE CARDIAL GROUP OF THE SERPIS VALLEYS**

The discovery and excavation of Mas d’Is Neolithic site (Penàguila, Alicante), combined with the information generated in the basin of the Serpis, has supposed an important change in the consideration of the first farmers (Bernabeu et al., 2003 y 2005).

In effect, the Mas d’Is is slightly more than an early Neolithic village, while close to diverse structures that define the domestic space, there has located an enclosure of big dimensions, dated in the VI millenium cal BC (fig. 7.4).

The area where it is located fit to a former glacis, in which diverse erosive processes took place, giving to a series of deep ravines that cut the platform of miocene marls, at the time that they have dismantled some prehistoric structures. The agricultural transformations have given place to a destruction of the most superficial record, masking of the former topography.
Diverse structures are organized around some spaces defined as houses. For what we know, all of them are of rectangular plan with an absidal ending. His external perimeter is defined by posts, with walls of mud (Bernabeu et al. 2003). Radiocarbon dates locate these houses between c. 5600-5300 cal. BC.

Towards the E., separated from domestic structures, we find a group of monumental ditches defining an enclosure constructed irregularly along a millennium. Of this one, the part that safely was constructed and used during the Early Neolithic corresponds with the space defined by the Ditches 5 and 4. Both delimit a space that, unfortunately, has been eroded mostly by the adjacent ravine.

In both cases, they are segmented ditches in U section, 12-18m wide and 3,8-4,2m deep. They limit a singular space, in an indefinite way, though their trails present a circular tendency (Orozco et al., in press).
The construction of this enclosure represents the first modification of the landscape to great scale in the Iberian prehistory. Between both, they suppose an investment of work that could overcome 100.000 hours/person.

The singularity of the enclosure built there may be evaluated by many factors (large dimensions, no relation with habitation space). We find it necessary, however, to frame the analysis in the set of features that, along these valleys, make a singular stage that justifies speaking of a strong territorial feature in the first agrarian communities or, at least, of a clear need to fix the boundaries of a territory (Fig. 7.4):

The presence of some caves (Or, Sarsa) with an unusual volume of singular items (Bernabeu et al., 2003, 2006): pottery vessels with symbolic styles, musical instruments, slate bracelets, ochre powder and rock, prepared for mixing colorant stuff, and a strong consumption of sub-adult ovicaprids; There are also small funerary caves in adjacent hills, making true necropolis areas (Bernabeu et al. 2001).

This panorama is completed with the location of Macro Schematic rock art sanctuaries, places of important symbolism that are lined up in the borders of the Serpis valleys, with chronologies defined by the superposition of representations, as well as by their pottery parallels (Cardito, 1998; Martí and Hernández, 1988).

All these locations manifest the higher investment on aspects of greater visibility that, in this case, represents a higher symbolic character, indicating the possession and transformation of the space by these social groups. It can be read as a strong process of territorialization and rooting in this space.

We clearly see that labour is directed to ideological aspects—which reinforce intra-group cohesion as well as individual authority. It helps to propose that the social nets mobilizing, organizing and coordinating labour investment in these Neolithic groups in the Serpis valleys also feed on ideological basis (Bernabeu et al. 2006a).

Thus, it is the control over the ritual or the ideology what legitimizes certain individuals to mobilize resources on behalf of the group. Ideology has both a symbolic and material component, and constitutes a media to transmit many messages and information; it can materialize in the form of ceremonies, symbolic objects or monuments, reaching the status of an effective source of social power (Earle, 1997). Such materialization makes it possible to spread a doctrine or ideological body among a local group, as well as to establish communication between the power of a central authority and the lot of the people (De Marrais et al. 1996). Ideological power may lead to set up and maintain domination relations.

In non-state groups, powerful individuals invariably represent an association: a household, an extended family, a lineage, a genealogical clan, a village, a tribe (Mann, 1986). Power is held on behalf of the group and it implies neither coercive capacity nor the possibility to get hold of the resources. This kind of societies may present centralized or decentralised ways of power to a higher or lower degree, based –maybe- in the diversity of the sources of social power. Inside them, tensions are expressed, either by the resistance to excessive concentration, or due to the difficulty to impose the will of some over the rest that, in any case, would facilitate the rise and dismantle cycles of the social nets of power.

We can understand the development of power in the first agrarian communities in the Serpis in this sense. Landscape monumentalization in such terms facilitates discussing the development of a collective power resting on the control of the ritual and the ideological mechanisms that allow certain individuals –on behalf of the group- to increasingly mobilize resources. A diachronic reading of the monumental enclosure in Mas d’Is with its documented phases (building, enlarging, abandonment...) indicates that it is a discontinued process prolonged in time that may be understood as the result of the cyclic movements of advance and receding of power structures;

Alternative, it would be possible to construct an equally reasonable explanation of these changes departing from the long-term effects on the landscape of the agriculture and husbandry. The cycle of felling, burning, culturing, shepherding, erosion of the soil, would force the residential change of the groups, in search of the lands not submitted yet to the erosive processes. The effect might be similar to that of the described cycles of power up and down with its corollaries: population concentration and dispersion.

Testing such hypotheses about the complex, recursive dynamics between co-evolving economic, social, and environmental systems will require more than simply acquiring more archaeological data, however. Simulation environments, such as the one we are developing in the MEDLAND project, will allow us to propose and evaluate such hypotheses about the impacts of the changing agricultural cycle on the dispersal or aggregation of population, the growth and collapse of socio-political power.

Finally, it is possible, though slightly probable, that the cardial groups of the Serpis are an exception. The development of the first Neolithic should have produced comparable situations in other peninsular regions and times. We are sure that the continuity in the development of the fieldworks at the moment in course in other regions will produce comparable results with those the described here.
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Abstract: The recent excavation at the Fontaínhas megalithic enclosure has allowed us, once again, to confirm the ancient chronologies of this type of monument in the context of the broader regional megalithic sequence. Actually, the discovery of Early Neolithic-type pottery and lithic artefacts is generally in accordance with the data obtained, in the last years, on several other sites in the South of Portugal. The regional character of the Alentejan megalithic enclosures, together with their chronological background, forces us to relate them with the specific pattern of the neolithization of Central Alentejo. In this context, we re-evaluate the presumed protagonism of the last hunter-gatherers of the Tejo-Sado shell-middens, whose social and cultural complexity, together with their demographic potential, allow us to understand the extraordinary investment implied in the building of these first monuments.
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INTRODUCTION

In Alentejo, as well as in Algarve, menhirs and groups of menhirs are systematically associated with Early Neolithic materials (Calado, 2004), an association which now and then is confirmed by radiometric methods (Gomes, 1994; Oliveira, 1997).

These early dates imply, among other aspects, some precocity in the start of the megalithic monumentality. The funerary monuments, which are the best known and the most common type of megalithic structures, seem to be, in general terms, a much later phenomenon. As in Brittany, the reuse of menhirs in dolmens is one of the most unavoidable and eloquent evidences of this “genealogy” (Cassen et al., 2000).

Moreover, the striking parallels between the menhirs of Alentejo and Brittany (Scarre, 1998; Cassen et al., 2000; Calado, 2002), especially the horse-shoe plans of the enclosures and the iconography of the standing stones, recall, in a very suggestive way, the strong analogies between the funerary shell-middens of the Breton shoreline and the Tejo-Sado estuary (Roche, 1962; Arnaud, 1987; Marchand, 2001), opening new avenues in the understanding of the complex dynamics of the Western European neolithization.

In both areas, the earliest monuments are, in our opinion, the result of the absorption of the Neolithic way of life (with or without colonization) by the indigenous late Mesolithic communities (Calado, 2004); pottery and domesticates are likely to have been imported from the East, but megaliths, absent out of the Atlantic coast, seem to be a development, in a ambiance of change, of indigenous ideas and practices.

Fontaínhas was first published, in the mid-seventies, by a team of geologists working on the geological map of the area of Pavia (Zbyszewski et al., 1977). However, that work was limited to the location and description of the monument, in parallel with a quite precise plan: no artefacts have been reported, and the same can be said about the two menhirs laying outside the enclosure, which were found in the course of field-walking in the area only a few years ago (Calado, 2004).

Five of the six stones of the enclosure had still their base stuck in the respective socket, though showing different angles of inclination; the central menhir was actually broken in two pieces, but with the base rooted in its original emplacement. The two eccentric menhirs (some 10 m and 70 m apart, respectively) were lying with a slight inclination suggesting, before excavation, that the bases would still be in their original position.

The megalithic enclosure of Fontaínhas is part of a complex of monuments, sharing some general features, and apparently concentrated inside the boundaries of Central Alentejo, with (until now) only two exceptions in the vicinity: Torrão (Elvas) and, very close to Fontaínhas, the Altiminho enclosure (Ponte de Sor).
It is clear from the distribution map, that the centre of the phenomenon is located in the surroundings of Évora, the heart of Central Alentejo, where the monuments are bigger, more concentrated, and interwoven with a dense network of Early Neolithic settlements (Calado e Rocha, 1996).

The most common characteristics of the Central Alentejan megalithic enclosures are the horse-shoe shape of the plans (the best-preserved example is Vale d’El Rei, also in Pavia county), the orientation of the open side (to the East), the inclination of the ground (to the East), as well as the ovoid general silhouette of the menhirs.

Other features, also quite common, are the presence of at least one larger standing stone inside the western part of the enclosure, or the motifs carved on some menhirs (mostly crooks, crescents, trapezes and circles, following this order). It is also quite frequent that the enclosures show more massive stones on their western side, suggesting an intentional gradation of size. This same feature has been observed and underlined in most known Breton alignments (Le Roux, 2003; Giot, 1992).

THE EXCAVATION OF THE SITE

Fontainhas was excavated in the summer of 2005, and partially restored one year later.

The objectives of the excavation were basically the determination of the remaining sockets, in order to allow a proper restoration, and the recovery of artefacts, and eventually ecofacts, in context, in order to collect information about the building and the further use of the monument.

The excavation area has been, attending to the usual financial limitations, organized in order to include only the surviving menhirs: in the enclosure (Sector 1), and around each one of the two menhirs, outside that main group (Sectors 2 and 3).

The excavation was driven by natural levels, with the tri-dimensional register of some particular occurrences.

Most of the menhirs in the enclosure had well-preserved sockets, structured with medium size granite stones, except for menhir 2, with only two stones in the socket (though it was in an almost vertical position) and the central menhir (menhir 1), without stones in the socket (but also with the basal part still quite vertical). In both cases, the logical conclusion was that the structures had been removed by taphonomic phenomena, such as the eventual reuse of the site in Roman times or farming activities until the present.

The socket of the more horizontal one (menhir 6) was sufficiently defined, with some stones inside, as well as a new socket, between menhir 5 and menhir 6, without surviving menhir, but quite well preserved.

It is possible that, outside of the excavated trench, there are still other remains of surviving sockets, whose menhirs might have been taken, probably in recent times, for the building of the existing farm-houses in the Fontainhas area.

Concerning the two outsiders (menhirs 7 and 8), we can say that both of them were demonstrated to be in their original place. Menhir 7, the more distant, still had its base inside the original socket, with a strong structure of medium size stones, the majority of them being, in fact, reused quern stones.
8.2. The monument during the 2005 excavation. The base of menhir 1 is still inside the socket, as well as menhirs 2 and 3; menhirs 4, 5 and 6 have been removed to allow the excavation of the respective implantation structures.

The reuse of quern stones has also been observed, on a considerable extension, in the sockets of menhirs 3, 4 and 5.

The menhir 8, the smallest of all, had no stones remaining in the socket, though its inclined position, taking into account the preservation of the others, seems to indicate that it was leaning in its original place.

The stratigraphy outside the sockets proved to be generally disturbed, either by natural causes or by agricultural practices. In fact, the sandy bedrock was only some 30-40 cm deep.

Underneath the fallen part of the broken central menhir, on the contrary, we found a shallow pit, with darker soil. It is probably of Roman age, if we take in account three roman coins and some wheel-made uncharacteristic sherds found in and around it.

All over the excavated area, until the bottom of the levels, many fragments of hand-made pottery (some of them decorated) and plenty of flint artefacts (mostly bladelets, flakes and nuclei, but also two trapezes and one thick chert blade) have been recovered; this material was mixed with modern materials, mostly in the upper levels.

Close to the surface of the sandy bed-rock, two limited clusters of early Neolithic sherds seem to imply a lesser stratigraphic perturbation in the lower parts of the deposits.

Among the ceramic sherds, two carinated bowls have been registered, revealing, together with the chert blade, a Late Neolithic episode, eventually related with the use of the monument; the same continuity of use has been identified in other Alentejan megalithic enclosures and menhirs, such as Cuncos, Pedra Longa or Perdigões (Gomes, 1986; 1994).

THE BEND OF THE RAIA

In parallel with the excavation, the study of the monument included intense field-walking in the surroundings, with the objective of establishing the archaeological context of the monument. This one is situated close to the northern limit of the sandy, flat, arid and undifferentiated landscape – tertiary deposits – which extends to the South and to the West, not far from the first outcrops of granitoid rocks which are the hallmark of the Central Alentejan landscapes.

The river Raia, a subsidiary of the left bank of the Tejo, seems to be the most important natural feature in the area of the monument. In economic terms, its large flat valley, with alluvial deposits, still supports rich farming activity.
It has been in the banks of the river that we found the most expressive prehistoric settlements, broadly contemporaneous with the menhirs, apparently spanning from the Late Mesolithic to the Chalcolithic.

In this area, the Raia follows an accentuated bend, and the Fontainhas enclosure seems to be directly connected, in a North-South alignment, with that conspicuous feature of the landscape.

This fact has already been observed in some important prehistoric cultural sites in Atlantic Europe, apparently articulated with bends of rivers: that is the case, for example, with Stonehenge in the South of England, or with the Bru na Boyne monuments in Ireland.

In Central Alentejo, the same kind of landscape features appears to have been the focus for the most important rock art concentrations: Moinho da Volta and Retorta, in the Alqueva Dam Rock Art Complex (Calado, 2003).

On the other hand, it is quite well established that the careful and apparently meaningful choice of the emplacement of the other megalithic enclosures, in Central Alentejo, took into account aspects such as the hydrographical ridges and the skyline, possibly
8.4. Menhir 8, after the restoration

8.5. The area around the megalithic enclosures of Fontainhas
overlapped by significant astronomical directions (Alvim, 2006).

THE SETTLEMENTS

The study of the area, between the enclosure and the bend of the river, did actually reveal a Mesolithic/Neolithic settlement in a suggestively close articulation with the megalithic monument.

That site, Barroca 1, occupies a large platform with around 8 ha., corresponding to a quaternary terrace, slightly elevated above the level of the river and the alluvial plain next to it. In Barroca 1, a set of 24 test pits, distributed along the settlement area, showed a Middle Neolithic occupation, with post-holes, circular stone lined combustion structures, storage pits with the walls covered by burned clay, together with pottery sherds (mostly undecorated; the decorated sherds are reduced to a couple of exemplars with parallel incised lines and one rim with a single incised line below it), and a large quantity of flint artefacts, namely bladelets, cores and geometric microliths (crescents, trapezes and, above all, triangles).

This association of Middle Neolithic pottery with what seems to be a coherent Mesolithic assemblage, is not yet fully understood, and needs further excavation work. The fact that the same basic association was observed along all the area of the site, does not support the hypothesis of two superimposed occupations, separated in time.

As a reliable alternative, we could be dealing with a Mesolithic community which survived, without too many changes, until the middle of the fifth millennium B.C. and that started its process of neolithization when, around it, other communities had already been farmers and/or shepherds for several centuries.

But the study of the area did also cross the river Raia, to the opposite bank; there, we have identified, close to the limits of the alluvial plain, another Early Neolithic settlement (Chaminé 3), with incised and impressed ware (namely cardial), some flint waste, but, for the moment, no microliths at all.

With which one of them (Barroca 1 or Chaminé 3) should we relate the building of the megalithic enclosure of Fontainhas?

It is early for a definitive answer: dating the Mesolithic occupation of Barroca 1 will, of course, be very useful, and we cannot absolutely exclude the last (and eventually late) hunter gatherers, as the ultimate authors of the monument.

But the materials found in the excavation of Fontainhas – though not eliminating, in a definitive way, the Mesolithic hypothesis – can favour the Early Neolithic occupation as the most plausible: the two trapezes – larger that those found on Barroca 1- and, particularly, the decorated pottery could belong to the first uses of the enclosure.

A Neolithic date for the construction of the enclosure is strongly suggested by the massive reuse of quern stones inside the sockets of the menhirs. This practice, known in a smaller scale from other excavated megalithic enclosures (Portela de Mogos and Vale Maria do Meio), has been often observed inside the structures of dolmenic monuments (Oliveira, 1998).

DISCUSSION

The assessment of the beginning of monumentality as an event overlapping the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition, is common place in northern parts of Europe.
8.7. Geometric microliths from Barroca 1

8.8. Pottery from the Chaminé 3 settlement
The misleading Portuguese chronology for the menhirs, accepted, without questioning, until the nineties, created a “Berlin wall” in Neolithic studies, with monuments and settlements (because necropolis are still virtually absent) on each side of the barrier.

Early Neolithic societies, at least in Central Alentejo, need now to be conceived as megalith builders, and this requires corresponding answers on the economical, social, or ideological level.

In this last aspect, which, from the viewpoint of the menhirs, is the most relevant, the neolithization of Central Alentejo is not only receiving ideas from somewhere in the East (Levant, Andalucia) but creating new ideas, or at least, new symbols, on a new scale, to express them. The ideological sources for this particular kind of monumentality seem to exist in the Mesolithic traditions, as exemplified by ritual sites like Moita do Sebastião (Tejo) or Vale de Romeiras (Sado), with post-holes or remnants showing, respectively, the symbolic use of the semi-circular/horse-shoe shaped layout (Roche, 1962; Arnaud, 1999).

On the other hand, the similarities between the Alentejan and the Breton menhirs support another direction of relations, rooted in the Late Mesolithic societies, but still alive during the transition process and eventually beyond. In a regional perspective, it is important to relate the enclosure of Fontainhas with the other similar monuments known in the region: the similarities and the differences may result of the crossing of factors as time, geography and the particular historic contingences.

The discovery of Early and Middle Neolithic settlements, as well as a probable Mesolithic occupation, in the vicinity of Fontainhas, and in a close spatial relationship with it, reinforces the chronology of the monument, giving a very suggestive archaeological context, somewhere around the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition.

This presence, in such an inland context, of Mesolithic evidences gives also some support to reopen the file of the chronological sequence of megalithic enclosures in Central Alentejo. Did that sequence start with the biggest monuments of the core area (Almendres, Portela de Mogos and Vale Maria do Meio), as argued in previous works? Or, on the contrary, did it start with the smaller monuments of the periphery, such as, for instance, Fontainhas, or, not so far from here, Alminho (Deus, 2002; Angelucci and Deus, 2006), where the same chrono-cultural ambiance is also being explored?

Even if no definitive answer can be given to this and other questions, Fontainhas and its context are a new example of how studying a megalithic monument can ultimately
deal with the issue of the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition in Central Alentejo.
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CASTELO BELINHO (ALGARVE, PORTUGAL) AND THE FIRST SOUTHWEST IBERIAN VILLAGES

Mário VARELA GOMES

Abstract: The excavation of an Islamic fortress named Castelo Belinho led to the identification and exploration of the first Extreme Southwest Iberian Neolithic village. Longhouses, constructed with wooden posts identified by holes in the ground, grain storage pits, hearths, cobbled floors and ritual and funerary pits were the architectural elements found, all presenting a large variety of forms. Four $^{14}C$ analyses indicate a middle of the 5th millennium settlement. The material culture is composed of knapped flint and pecked/polished stone artefacts, pottery and shell adornments.

Castelo Belinho’s population was completely neolithized, practising a successful food production economy based on agriculture and animal husbandry, primarily goats but also sheep. The settlement strategy shows complete sedentariness; located on high ground with some natural defences, from where a vast area of territory could be controlled, surrounded by productive agricultural lands and pastures though not far from the ocean, a distance an individual could travel in a day. The presence of rectangular longhouses, ritual pits and inhumation pits is an archaeological novelty in the area. They reflect significant social differences and hierarchy, especially through the house dimensions and through the commodities placed with the deceased.

Key-words: Late Early Neolithic, Early Middle Neolithic, longhouse, storage pit, pit grave

IDENTIFICATION, ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIGGINGS AND ISSUES

The project to study and evaluate the ruins of a small earth wall (pisé) Islamic fortress named Castelo Belinho, located in the extreme Iberian Southwest, just 6 kilometres from the southern shore, led to the unexpected discovery and complete archaeological excavation of a village from Early Neolithic times.

The archaeological work, entirely funded by Imoreguengo, the site owner, took place during the summers of 2004 and 2005, and a monographic study is currently being undertaken.

Diverse negative structure types were identified, namely numerous aligned postholes dug in the bedrock and shaping spaces such as longhouses, grain storage pits or silos for food storage, depositional pits and combustion pits or hearths, as well as shallow and deep inhumation pits. We also found cobbled floors associated to fireplaces. A large variety of artefacts were recovered as well as carbonised plants and malacological and mammalogical faunal remains. These were the result of daily human activities and cognitive life practices, and were recovered in ritual and symbolic depositions and even graves.

This evidence indicates Late Early Neolithic or the transition period to the Early Middle Neolithic, which four radiocarbon calibrated analyses dated to the middle of the 5th millennium BC. The average of these dates is exactly 4500 BC. Contrary to available archaeological data, until the discovery and excavation of the Castelo Belinho Neolithic village, the Southern Portuguese Early Plain Neolithic (ca 5600-5000 BC), Late Early Neolithic (ca 5000-4500 BC), or even Early Middle Neolithic settlements occupied areas on the plains close to important waterways or near the seashore, generally with easy to work sandy soils, without any natural or artificial defences. They provide evidence of sparse occupation, though they are sometimes extensive covering several hectares, but few habitation structures remain. This makes it impossible to recognize the shape of the houses, and there are no nearby graves or other negative ritual structures. Nevertheless, standing stones have been identified in some settlements.

SETTLEMENT STRATEGY

The Castelo Belinho Neolithic village, the first southern Portuguese site where the spatial organization permits us
Fig. 9.1. Castelo Belinho village location and plan of identified structures
(○ storage, foundational and depositional pits; ◊ cobbled floors; ☉ pit graves; • postholes)

to call it such, is located on the southern side of a long Miocene limestone rock hill, bordered to the north by the steep slopes of the Monchique mountain and to the south by the plains near the sea. The eastern side is defended
naturally by steep hillsides and by the valley of the Boina stream.

From this high ground (105 m), a vast area of territory, with the ocean in sight, could be controlled. Access paths, fields of crops, pastures and animal herds, the major economic resources at that time, were all in view. The journey to the River Arade estuary, 5 km away south by south-east, could be made by following the Boina stream valley. To reach the sea required a further 4 km walk. To the southwest, it was possible to reach the Torre stream valley and the Atlantic, 6 km away.

HOUSE STRUCTURES

Having identified the postholes, some of which still contained stone wedges, the layout of at least five rectangular modular longhouses, primitively constructed with strong wooden posts and rafters, could be delineated. Note that the possibility of some posts being supported by stone rings should not be ignored.

The best preserved postholes group belonged to a house which was 16 m long by 2.90 m wide. Three lines of postholes with an east-west orientation and approximately
1.60 m apart supported the walls and the gable roof, possibly thatched with straw or rushes. The door would be in the centre of the southern façade, permitting maximum sunlight penetration. Inside a cobbled floor was found in the central area.

Another house, 12.40 m long by 2.90 m wide and also oriented east-west, shows no clear evidence of a central post line to support the roof's central ridgepole, so a simple sloping roof must have covered it. This building was superimposed on two depositional pits.

Two other houses showing a more irregular layout and a trapezoidal plan were 7.20 m and 8.30 m long, by 2.90 m and 3.20 m wide, respectively, with three rows of postholes indicating gable roofs. The first house was oriented north-south whilst the second was located at an oblique angle to the first.

Another trapezoidal-shaped house with a sloping roof was smaller, measuring only 3.60 m long by 2.20 m wide.

The living-area floors of these houses were possibly of beaten earth and no porches or elaborate entrances were detected.

The location of some of the postholes leads us to consider that these structures were rebuilt and enlarged as well as being superimposed. All these aspects relate to the dynamics of the site occupation during the Neolithic which must have lasted less than half a millennium.
Functional areas inside the houses such as storage, sleeping and working/living areas were difficult to recognize owing to the destruction of the archaeological levels.

The house dimensions permit us to calculate that if each individual needed at least 4 m² to live, then the village would have had some 40 to 50 inhabitants.

Four larger postholes were detected in the centre of the settlement, arranged in a semi-circle with a diameter of 2 m. This certainly corresponds to a non-habitable structure, the function of which we have not as yet discovered.

**PRODUCTION-RELATED STRUCTURES (HEARTHs, COBBLED FLOORS AND STORAGE PITS)**

The various hearths identified were generally small in size, about 0,40 m in diameter, with a subcircular or oval shape, dug in shallow pits. They were filled with thermoclasts (heat-conserving stones) which showed fire marks, burnt earth and sometimes pottery sherds and other materials, notably food remains (bones and sea shells).

Two cobbled floors, one of them 2,40 m long, had been preserved owing to their location in natural rock depressions. They were made of small-size greywacke, syenite and limestone blocks and contained parts of grinding stones and earth. They also presented fire marks.

These structures could have been used for cooking or heating, and they were possibly used for smoking food (fish and meat) to preserve it.

Oval or sack-shaped negative structures, narrower at the top and wider in the middle, dug in the rock, were found filled with earth. They may have been used as storage pits for conserving cereals or dried fruits for the long or middle term.

**RITUAL STRUCTURES (FOUNDATIONAL OR DEPOSITIONAL PITS AND GRAVES)**

At the bottom of some cylindrical and hemispherical pits, sealed by a series of medium-sized rocks and completely filled with earth, were found grinding stone fragments, powerful but rough polished stone artefacts (axes and adzes) and enormous sherds of bowls and tall pottery containers.

One of these structures, in which the walls and bottom were covered by flagstones, maybe heralded the pre-megalithic tombs from the Middle Neolithic. Another contained burnt earth, manual upper and lower grinding stone fragments and ceramic sherds as well as pieces of skull and the human bones of a man of over 20 years old. Could this be a sign of ritual cannibalism or an ancestry cult, with circulation of the anatomic parts of the dead?

Negative structures of different shapes, which we believe are also related to ritual depositions, offered burnt earth, grinding stone fragments and flint artefacts, and at the top of one of them were some pottery sherds.

All the graves identified were of the inhumation type and indicate a low standardisation of funerary ritual. Two main categories can be identified: graves in small pits dug in the ground or in natural depressions where the body, located near the surface, was laid in lateral foetal *decubitus*; the others were silo-shaped pits of different sizes, where the body was laid in the aforesaid position in the smaller examples, while in the larger ones, the corpse presented either the same position or dorsal *decubitus* with the legs folded backwards.

In one large grave, a grown adult male of over 35 years old was laid with twenty-two *Glycymeris bimaculata* shell bracelets on his arms (grave 4), while other individuals, though also buried in large pits, bore no artefacts as grave goods.

**ARTEFACTS**

The settlement’s occupation level revealed knapped flint-work, pecked/polished stone artefacts, pottery and shell adornments.

Among the abundant remains of different colour and origin from knapped flint industries, were identified cores, blades, geometric microliths, denticulated flake fragments (maybe used in sickles or *tribuli*), piercers and blade or flake scrapers. Debris was found indicating flint tool production. This raw material is known along the Algarve coast although some of the types identified were obtained from more distant sources.

The pecked/polished stone artefacts found were grinding stones (querns and handstones), hammers, axes, adzes and gouges, all linked to agricultural work or woodworking technology. Three smaller adzes recorded should be interpreted as votive artefacts, the only tools bearing this classification. In fact, the absence of ritual or ideotechnic artefacts must be noted.

The pottery recipients show a wide variety of shapes and sizes, from small bowls to large spherical vases, some sack-shaped, with an uncommon impressed, incised, plastic or red-painted decoration, but usually combining two or more such techniques.

*Glycymeris glycymeris* shells were used as pendants, and shell beads and a pin were also found. These reveal one of mankind’s most ancient symbolic behaviours which goes back in Europe to at least the Middle Palaeolithic.
Fig. 9.4. Castelo Belinho. Glycymeris bimaculata bracelets and axe (structure 4), axe (structure 26) and an adze (structure 27)
Samples Lab. Nº Sample Age B.P. Calibrated date (2 \(\sigma\) sigma)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAST. BEL. EST. 1 (ritual pit)</th>
<th>Sac – 2031</th>
<th>Venerupis + Mytilus</th>
<th>5790 ± 70</th>
<th>4364-4046 cal. B.C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAST. BEL. EST. 2 (grave)</td>
<td>Beta 199912</td>
<td>Human bones</td>
<td>5500 ± 40</td>
<td>4380-4320 cal. B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4290-4260 cal. B.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAST. BEL. EST. 3 (ritual pit)</td>
<td>Sac – 2030</td>
<td>Venerupis</td>
<td>6260 ± 45</td>
<td>4900-4864 cal. B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4855-4598 cal. B.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAST. BEL. EST. 4 (grave)</td>
<td>Beta 199913</td>
<td>Human bones</td>
<td>5720 ±40</td>
<td>4680-4460 cal. B.C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Radiocarbon dates, traditional and AMS

In the settlement’s occupation levels, the distribution of finds occurred mainly around the houses.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The settlement strategy used for Castelo Belinho - located on high ground with natural defences, a single day’s journey to and from the coast, controlling a vast expanse of territory and surrounded by heavy but productive soils - was hitherto unknown for a middle of the 5th millennium permanent long-term settlement. This strategy reveals a new economic, social and ideological model.

The successful food production economy and sedentary life were supported by agriculture and animal husbandry. This is not only revealed by the settlement’s location, but also through the enormous quantity of polished stone tools (axes, adzes and gouges), some broken due to intensive labour, which were found along with dozens of grinding stones (handstones and saddle querns), sickle and/or tribuli flint blades, pottery containers of considerable size for provisions and grain storage pits. The goat and sheep husbandry is well documented by the quantity of osteological remains recovered. Also recovered, but in smaller quantities, were those of bovines.

The artefacts mentioned and the pottery shapes and decoration were well known from Late Early Neolithic settlements in Western Algarve (Caramujeira and Areias das Almas – Lagoa) that we have investigated and on the southwestern Portuguese coast (Gomes, 1997; Gomes & Cabrita, 1997; Silva & Soares, 1991). The technical, formal and decorative types of ceramic are important factors in cultural and social identity, able to define regionalisms and economic interaction networks.

Another Early Neolithic settlement, located on a small hill near the seashore at Vau (Portimão) about 8 km from Castelo Belinho and identified by us some years ago, was similarly formed by at least two rectangular houses, one of them with a gable roof and measuring 3,60 m long by 3,20 m wide, and the other measuring 5,20 m long by 2,70 m wide. Several pits were also present.

Evidence of another contemporary settlement, also showing negative structures excavated in the bedrock, was identified at Mato Serrão (Lagoa), also near the shore.

Summarizing, the evidence presents an Early Neolithic settlement where free-standing timber buildings associated to graves containing anthropological remains indicate a new habitat concept with a stable social life. Different ritual aspects were also uncovered for the first time in Southern Portugal.

In spite of the great social cohesion and identity shown by the village structure with its longhouses where we can presume the space was shared by several members of a family, the social differentiation, social organization and hierarchy in the village is revealed by the diversity of house areas and by the inhumation rituals, especially given the forms and size of the graves. This differentiation can also be seen through the commodities deposited with the deceased, namely prestige goods. The graves and other depositional pits occupied a communal space among the houses near the living, thus demonstrating social solidarity and a possible Mesolithic inheritance. The storage pits are not associated to specific houses and some of the larger ones could be for communal use, thereby reflecting a strong cooperative lifestyle, perhaps a communitarian model, linking the multi-family householders.

The archaeological data presented here for the first time shows hitherto unknown aspects of Southwest Iberian Prehistory, namely the existence in Early Neolithic times of villages with wooden longhouses built with posts and demonstrating a high level of carpentry skills. These are associated to burial pits contemporary with the ones found in Central Europe. This data contradicts the most recurrent model of the neolithization of the Southwest Iberian Peninsula, developed in the 1970's. Here neolithization was conceived as a reflection of the slow intrusion of the Neolithic package into the last appropriation-based economies, namely in seashore sites where the easy gathering of sea molluscs and other maritime food resources would last until a later date (Silva & Soares, 1991).
However, although presenting few archaeological arguments, for the last few years J. Zilhão (2003) has defended that neolithization developed through colonizing agriculturalist settlers from the Mediterranean, who established themselves in enclaves and interacted with the local population (indigenous foragers). This model does not explain the Castelo Belinho and Vau longhouses, whose typology and village organization seem to have parallels in the longhouse settlements of the Linienband Keramische Kultur of Central and Western Europe (ca 5500-4500 BC) (Whittle, 1996; Last, 1996).
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